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1 Introduction  

1.1  Pulmonary drug delivery 

 

Pulmonary drug delivery has become one of the most accepted delivery systems for the 

treatment of respiratory disorder offering several benefits over oral and intra venous 

administration [1] [2]–[4]. The absence of the first pass effect and the typical enzymatic 

degradation of the gastrointestinal tract as well as the direct administration in the lung [1], [5] 

that often represents the site of action (such as in the case of diseases such as asthma and 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, COPD), allows a significant reduction of the 

administered dose, with concomitant reduced systemic exposure that, in turn, results in reduced 

side effects of the active ingredients. Inhalation has also been also proposed as a non-invasive 

route for the delivery of therapeutic drugs to treat systemic diseases [6]–[8]and for drugs that 

have low oral bioavailability, such as peptides and proteins, to achieve systemic effects [5], 

[9]–[11]. The advantages of this route of administration are therefore numerous; first of all, the 

lungs offer a large surface area available for drug absorption (1 m2/kg in mammals) [12], highly 

vascularized and characterized by good epithelial permeability, ensuring a rapid onset of action 

[13], [14]. 

However, to exert its therapeutic activity the formulation must be constituted of respirable drug 

particles, capable to reach the lower airways [15].  

Furthermore,  a medicinal product intended to be administered in the respiratory tract is always 

a combination of a formulation and a device [16], therefore, its therapeutic effectiveness is the 

resulting function  of several aspects including the formulation characteristics, the performance 
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of the inhalation device, the patient’s inhalation technique and the physio-pathological 

characteristics of the airways [17]–[19]. 

The three main devices for the inhalation therapy management are nebulizers, pressurized, 

metered-dose inhalers (pMDIs) and dry powder inhalers (DPIs), the latter being the topic of 

the present thesis.  

 

1.2  Dry powder inhalers  

 

The development of DPIs arises from the need of finding alternatives to the pMDIs to overcome 

several problems related to these inhalers.  The gas used as propellant in pMDIs dangerous for 

the environment being either reactive with the ozone (CFC) barrier or greenhouse gases (HFA). 

With DPIs the product is extracted from the inspiratory act thus, they do not require a propellant 

o any other external source for generating the aerosol; consequently, these products do not need 

coordination between aerosol delivery from the device and patient inspiration. Furthermore, 

solid particles have higher aerosolization efficiency than liquid products [20], [8] as well as 

greater physico-chemical stability. This latter aspect makes DPI, in principle, suitable for the 

administration of proteins and peptides [21]. Compared to pMDIs, DPIs afford lower speed in 

the actuation phase, leading to better deposition of the drug into the lower airways.  Finally, 

this type of inhalers, unlike pMDI, can be used with high drug dosages up to 125 mg [22].  

Given these advantages it is not surprising that DPIs have are more and more widely used in 

therapy.  

The inhalation device is essential for the drug to effectively reach the lungs therefore, an ideal 

DPI (Figure 1.1.) should have a number of features to ensure reliability, clinical efficacy as 

well as easy and correct patient usability [23]. 

These features include: 
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• an easy to use, handy, portable and inexpensive device designed to deliver a high and 

reproducible Fine Particle Dose (FPD), and to provide an environment in which the drug can 

maintain its physico-chemical stability; 

• accurate and uniform drug dose delivery over a wide range of respiratory rates, and 

constant throughout the life of the inhaler; 

• an optimal drug particle size for delivery to the lung; 

• suitability for a wide range of drugs; 

• minimal adhesion between the formulation and the device; 

• a favorable cost-effectiveness ratio and a feedback mechanism to inform the patient 

that the drug dose has been administered. 

However, no DPI among those available on the market today possesses all these ideal 

characteristics [24]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 Photographs of some currently available DPIs (A) 

AerolizerTM, (B) Easyhaler TM, (C) Turbohaler TM, (E) Novolizer TM, (F) Rotahaler TM, (G) 

Clickhaler TM, (H) MAGhaler TM, (I) Spinhaler TM, (J) Handihaler TM. Reproduced with 

permission from  [24]. 
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1.3  Factors that affect the transport and deposition of active ingredients 

 

It has been reported that the deposition of particles in the respiratory tree can be effected by: 

low respiratory rate promotes aerosol deposition in the lower airways, higher frequencies 

increase the amount of powder deposited in the oropharynx and upper airways, the volume of 

inhaled air may affect the amount and depth of powder deposited in the lower airways [25]. 

Moreover, holding the breath is crucial for optimal particle deposition. Thus, the anatomical 

features of the airways and their physiological functions can affect the final outcome of the 

inhalation therapy [26]. In particular, the presence of diseases or anatomical anomalies, such 

as airway remodeling stemming from fibrotic processes, can alter the deposition of the particles 

and affect the patient's ability to inhale the drug. In addition, some recent studies have shown 

that the geometry of the airway in children is apparently distinct from adults regardless the 

anatomical anomalies [27] and this distinguished anatomic behavior in upper airway geometry 

might have an influence on drug deposition in the lung. From a general stand point, the 

pulmonary deposition of the aerosol depends on three key mechanisms [25], [27], [28]: inertial 

impact, sedimentation and diffusion which operate in different mutual interaction for the 

inhalable drugs in the different segments of the respiratory tree. Finally, the speed at which the 

aerosol is generated can also affect the fraction transported to the lower respiratory tract. 

Aerosols generated at a very high speed tend to deposit mainly in the upper rather than lower 

airways. The slower flow minimizes oropharyngeal and upper respiratory tract deposition and 

increases distal transport and deposition [19]. All these aspects can be summarized in the 

parameters that describes the particles aerodynamic behavior which rely both on formulation 

as such and single drug particles. 
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Aerodynamic diameter, dae, is the ratio between the geometric diameter and the density of the 

particle: particles below 1 micron are labelled as extra fine, while particles between 1 and 5 

microns are defined as fine particles. Particles below 5 microns constitute the respirable 

fraction. In general, particles larger than 5 µm are deposited in the upper airways (buccal cavity, 

larynx, trachea, bronchi) due to inertial impact, while particles with a dae <5 µm can pass 

through the upper airways and settle in the lower ones (terminal bronchioles, alveoli) by 

gravitational sedimentation and under the influence of Brownian motions [27]. 

Therefore, the smaller the size of the particles, the greater their penetrative capacity into the 

bronchial tree. However, too small particles with dimensions of less than 0.5 µm can be 

dragged by the air flow and exhaled [29].  

In this respect, the aerodynamic characteristics of the drug particles, and in turn, the fraction 

of drug transported to the desired site of action, also depends on the physical properties of the 

particles themselves. [30]. Small dry particles have the potential to reach the lower respiratory 

tract, but they are also highly cohesive and have poor flow properties, due to the large surface 

area. In order to enhance the flow properties, small drug particles are blended with coarse 

carrier particles [1] and they form aggregates thanks to adhesive forces (Van der Walls, 

hydrogen bonding and electrostatic attraction) between particles. Those aggregates separate 

upon impaction with the upper airways, freeing the small particles of the API. This underlines 

the fact that powder formulation is an extremely important factor to achieve improved aerosol 

performance and effective lung deposition. There are various techniques and particle 

engineering methods employed to develop DPI formulations. 

The interaction of micronized drug particles with larger carriers is used as a strategy in such 

techniques, so the strong difference in particle size affects adhesion interactions [15], [31]. 

Since the interaction between the drug and the carrier is surface-mediated, the forces of 

attraction are also strongly influenced by the topographical characteristics of the particles (such 
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as for instance the surface roughness or the porosity) and their physico-chemical properties; 

these aspects have been extensively investigated in particular for the carrier [21], [32], [33]. 

Interactions are also greatly affected by the relative humidity present in the environment, which 

promotes the formation of water layers and bridges between the particles, increasing their 

cohesivity and thus worsening their aerosolization performance [34]–[36] .  

The surface properties strongly depend the orientation of the molecules on the surface of the 

crystals and therefore, on the crystalline form both of the drug and the carrier, although the 

great majority of the studies available in literature focus mainly on the carrier [11]. This implies 

that the polymorphism of the carrier may play a crucial role in determining the adhesion forces 

between carrier and drug. As a paramount example in this respect a recent paper by Della Bella 

et al. [27] has put into evidence that the use of different lactose pseudopolymorph results in 

significantly different aerosolization profiles both with hydrophilic and lypophilic model 

drugs. 
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2 Aim 

 
The first aim of the present thesis was to produce different polymorphs of mannitol in 

kinetically stable form and to investigate their solid-state and physico-chemical properties in 

view of its possible use as a carrier in dry powder inhalers as an alternative to lactose (Chapter 

1). Once, the kinetically stable form of the mannitol was obtained, the second aim was to 

investigate the effect of formulations parameters on capsule filling and aerosolization 

performance (Chapter 2). 

Then, the stability and producibility of a model protein was evaluated in an inhalable 

formulation containing mannitol and obtained by spray drying (Chapter 3).
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Polymorphism 

 

Polymorphism is defined as the ability of a material to crystallize into multiple crystalline 

structures with different molecular arrangements within the lattice [37]. This phenomenon 

corresponds to that of allotropy of simple elements such as carbon, but at the level of more 

complex organic molecules. However, it differs from dynamic isomerism, which concerns 

chemically different molecules in both solid and liquid state; the difference between the various 

forms of polymorphs, in fact, occurs only in the solid state [38]. In some cases, particularly in 

the pharmaceutical field, the molecules in the crystalline structure are closely linked to one or 

more molecules solvent, which is typically water (hydrated material), which becomes an 

integral part of the structure via hydrogen bonding. The loss of solvent molecules may result 

in a collapse or conformational rearrangement with transformation of the original crystal form 

to a new form, called anhydrous. The capability of a material to crystallize both,  in solvated 

and non-solvated form is defined of pseudopolymorphism [39]. 

It should be noted that the substantial difference at the level of the crystal lattice between the 

various forms also entails different structural and thermodynamic properties. Indeed, some of 

the key issues concerning polymorphic systems are the stability of crystalline form whose 

change is associated with temperature, pressure and other conditions to which it may be 

exposed. The stability of each polymorphic form in fact depends on its own free energy, 

described by the Gibbs equation [39]: 

 

G = H – TS      (Eq 1.1) 

 

where G is the Gibbs free energy, H is the enthalpy, T is the absolute temperature and S is the 

entropy. Since S is always positive, G is a function that tends to decrease steadily.  
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 Gibbs equation diagram for a system of two polymorphs. Reproduced with 

permission from  [39].   

 

The resulting diagram (Figure 1.2.) is a complex representation of the interconversion among 

the various phases (liquid and polymorphic solids), that occurs at the intersections between the 

free energy curves. This illustrates how the less stable forms tend to transform into more stable 

forms with lower energy [39]. The kinetic and thermodynamic events in which this 

transformation takes place however are polymorph specific. Thus, the presence of a stable 

polymorph in nature does not inevitably imply that a metastable polymorph cannot be prepared. 

Pharmaceutical scientist and companies pay a great deal of attention to crystal polymorphism, 

due to the fact that it can lead to considerable differences in physico-chemical properties and 

solid-state form, which may extensively impact on the manufacturability, performance and 

quality of the drug product [40]. A metastable form is thermodynamically unstable, but it may 

be isolated and exploited as a result of the relatively slow rate of transformation. In the 

pharmaceutical manufacturing the metastable form is occasionally preferable for its particular 

attributes, such as enhanced solubility, preferable behavior over milling and compression or 

lower hygroscopicity. Nevertheless, a metastable form has a natural (thermodynamically 
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driven) propensity to convert into the stable form. This transformation is frequently detrimental 

to the effectiveness of the formulation [41], [42]. Some studies focused on the rate of formation 

of stable and metastable polymorphs in order to ensure that the polymorphic transition relies 

upon the processing conditions and the relative stability of the polymorphs forms. 

For example, Bernstein et al. [43] using supersaturations  to estimate the speed of formation of 

a metastable polymorph that might be equal to that of stable polymorph during concomitant 

polymorph development [44]. Black et al. [45] designed the growth rates with implementation 

to dimorphic p-aminobenzoic acid (pABA). A different approach by Croker and Hodnett 

predicted that the formation of the metastable polymorphs might be driven by its lower critical 

free energy in comparison to the corresponding stable polymorph [46]. In the formulation 

development the detection of transition rate might be crucial for controlling the processing 

conditions as well as to master the effect of different structural properties of the overall 

performance of the medicinal product. 

 

1.1.1  Structural properties 

 

The crystalline structure is the fundamental property of each polymorphic form. It is 

characterized by blocks containing elements that are symmetrical to each other and with a 

certain structural organization that is repeated regularly along the three dimensions in space. 

These blocks are called unit cells (Figure 1.3.) Thus, crystalline structure can be described as 

a three-dimensional structure, consisting of cells of identical units, each of which is uniquely 

defined by its three-unit cell axes a, b, c and by the three angles α, β and γ, between these axes 

[37]. 
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 Structure of unit cells 

 

When describing crystals and their structures it is important to differentiate between crystal 

forms and crystal habits. The first choice implies the identification of the different structures 

in which a crystal can occur (for example Form I or Form α) based on the atoms/molecules 

spatial disposition and their relevant thermodynamic relationship [37], [47]. The second is to 

describe the shape of a particular crystal, its morphology, which mainly dependent on kinetic 

factors such as the growth along certain directions and inhibition along others. It is important 

to underline that a different habit (external structure) does not necessarily indicate a differ in 

the polymorphic form (internal structure), but that both internal structure and external form 

contribute to the properties of each crystal [37], [47]. 
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1.1.2 Pharmaceutical polymorphism 

 

In the pharmaceutical field, solids presenting polymorphism are quite common. They generally 

show different dissolution rates as well as a different stability at various temperatures. 

Notwithstanding, some stable polymorphs may demonstrate poor solubility in aqueous solution 

which is an important issue in the pharmaceutical fields [48], [49] stemming from the different 

thermodynamic properties that are likely among the most important polymorphism-related  

properties of the material (Table 1.1)[40], [47]. 
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Table 1.1. Different properties of polymorphic forms. 

Packing/physical 

properties 

- Density 

- Refractive index and optical properties 

- Electrical and thermal conductivity 

- Hygroscopicity 

Thermodynamic 

properties 

- Melting and sublimation temperature 

- Glass transition (Tg) temperature (amorphous forms) 

- 𝑈internal energy 

- Enthalpy 

- Heat capacity 

- Entropy 

- Free energy and chemical potential 

- Thermodynamics 

- Pvapour 

- Solubility (kinetic and thermodynamic) 

Spectroscopic properties 

- Electronic transitions (UV-Vis spectra) 

- Vibrational transitions (IR and Raman spectra) 

- Rotational transitions 

- Nuclear magnetic resonance 

Kinetic properties 

- Dissolution rates 

- Solid-state rates and kinetics 

- Rate of transition and crystal growth 

Surface properties 

- Surface area and energy 

- Interfacial tension 

- Habit 

Mechanical properties 

- Hardness 

- Tensile strength 

- Compressibility 

- Easy handling, flow properties and miscibility 

 

These different properties affect the formulation, processing and storage of the pharmaceutical 

product in different ways. For this reason, it is important to understand the relationship between 

the crystal structure and its properties in order to optimize the formulation and manufacturing 

procedures just as it is important to have tools to quantify the different polymorphic forms [49]. 
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Habit-related aspects such as particle size and shape can in fact affect mixing, compression and 

recrystallization, but also the stability, the dissolution rate and therefore the bioavailability of 

a solid formulation [44], [47], [50], [51]. 

As already stated, with DPIs, the different crystalline form of the carrier influences the 

interaction with the active ingredient and therefore the final aerosolization performance [11]. 

 

1.2  Systems used in carrier-based formulation 

 

Inhalable powders must be coarse to facilitate the handling phases, including the dosage of the 

device, but at the same time fine to reach in lower airways. The problem can be solved by 

mixing the micronized drug with a carrier whose physical properties such as size, shape, 

roughness, can modify the behavior of the dry powder [30].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Schematic representation of the aerosolization process of a carrier-based 

formulation. Reproduced with permission from  [52]. 
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Homogenous mixture can be achieved by adding progressive quantities of the substances when 

the ratio between drug and excipient is suitable such as in the case of powder for inhalation 

used for treating asthma or COPD in which the drug is typically 1 or 2 % by weight of the 

whole formulation. Generally, this is done by mixing the active ingredient with a similar 

volume of carrier; this step can be repeated until all the drug particles are distributed over 

coarse carrier particles (Figure 1.4) [30], [32], [52]. The obtaining of a homogeneous mixture 

and the efficient aerosolization that leads to the deposit of the drug particles in the deep parts 

of the airways, are the two sides of the same coin, where the carrier surface characteristics 

represent the main tool for addressing both the  technological an biopharmaceutical problems 

[31], [53], [54]. Carrier-based formulation enhances the flow properties of cohesive micronized 

drug particles and consequently physical properties of those coarse carrier particles (porosity, 

roughness, particle size distribution, surface energy and charges) have a considerable impact 

on the aerodynamic performances of inhalable mixtures.  

 

1.2.1 Relevance of carrier selection 

 

Lactose is one of the most widely used excipients as a diluent in many solid pharmaceutical 

preparations [5], [55]–[58]. A diluent facilitates to distribute the active ingredient powder and 

therefore give volume and consistency. It must be inert and biocompatible and must have 

appropriate technological properties according to the defined use (e.g. flowability, 

compactability etc.). 

One problem that may be related to use concerns the more and more widespread intolerance 

towards this substance. To frame the problem correctly, it is necessary to distinguish allergy 

from intolerance [59]. Allergy is an immune-mediated phenomenon (IgE-mediated or cell-

mediated) that involves milk proteins (mainly casein, lactalbumin, lactoglobulin). In its most 
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common form (IgE-mediated) it manifests itself with systemic symptoms 

(urticaria/angioedema, rhinitis, bronchospasm, vomiting/diarrhea, sometimes shock) 

immediately after ingestion of milk (mainly cow, but also of other mammals) and milk 

derivatives [60], [61]. 

Intolerance does not depend on immunological phenomena and concerns milk sugars. It is due 

to a deficiency, often congenital, of lactase (an enzyme present in the intestine responsible for 

breaking down lactose into glucose and galactose) which causes lactose malabsorption [62]. It 

manifests itself exclusively with gastrointestinal symptoms a few minutes after ingestion of 

milk and dairy products and does not involve additional risks. 

In the carrier-based formulation, lactose improves both the mixing efficiency and the 

dispersion of the drug within the lower airways. Upon aerosolization (Figure 1.4) the 

micronized drug particles detach from the carrier particle surface and are transported in the 

airways while  lactose particles are coarse enough (> 50 microns) to be deposited in the 

oropharynx and then passes into the stomach after being swallowed [5], [53], [63]. 

The quantities used for this purpose (some preparations contain a maximum of 12.5 mg) are 

not capable of causing clinically significant reactions in lactose intolerant subjects, who 

manifest symptoms only above a certain individual dose-threshold (always in the order of 

grams) [64]. Generally, about 12-18 grams of lactose, equivalent to the content of 240-350 mL 

of milk, is needed to induce symptoms of lactose intolerance, but some patients may experience 

symptoms even after taking three grams [60]. 

The lactose present in active ingredients can be synthetic (pure lactose) or, more often, 

extracted from milk. In the second case, preferred because it is less expensive, there may be 

traces of proteins potentially recognizable by allergy sufferers [61]. This potential risk in reality 

seems to occur very rarely. The risk of allergic reaction to lactose containing formulations and 

in particular to inhalable ones is limited to subjects with extremely high allergic reactivity. It 
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also seems extremely remote, and in any case not documented, the possibility that repeated 

inhalation of small quantities of cow's milk proteins present in inhalable formulations could 

accentuate the chronic bronchial inflammation typical of asthma or induce in subjects allergic 

to milk [61], [62], [64].  

On the other hand, mannitol  (Figure 1.5) is a natural chiral alditol belonging to the category 

of hexahydric alcohol that is a stereoisomer of sorbitol and was originally isolated from the 

secretions of the flowering ash (Fraxinus ornus) [65]. In the inhalable formulation, mannitol 

alone is used for the treatment of cystic fibrosis [66], but also as an excipient for solid 

formulations for oral use (tablets and granules) and has been proposed as carrier in formulations 

for DPI as an alternative to lactose [34], [67]. Compared to lactose, it has some advantages: it 

is less hygroscopic and has no reducing function, a property that allows it to be used also in 

association with peptides and proteins.  

 

 

 Chemical structure of D-mannitol. 

 

It is reported in the literature that mannitol can exist in three anhydrous polymorphic forms (α, 

β and δ) and in a hemihydrate form [68], [69]. These depend on the crystallization conditions: 

type of solvent used, concentration, temperature and rate of cooling. The molecule can assume 
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six different staggered conformations thanks to the freedom of rotation of the bonds (Figure 5) 

[70] . Only three of these, however, are able to minimize the repulsion between the oxygen 

atoms that are on the same side of the carbon chain and therefore have a lower energy. In all 

three polymorphic forms the molecules have the same conformation and in none of these the 

terminal oxygen atom is aligned with the carbon chain [69]–[71]. The polymorphism is 

therefore determined by the different arrangements of the hydrogen bonds that are established 

with the surrounding molecules. 

Beside mannitol and lactose, trehalose is another possible carrier which has been drowning the 

attention by the pharmaceutical scientist  involved in drug delivery systems for the lung [9], 

[72]–[74]. It has been identified as the main chemical substance produced by different types of 

plants, spores, crustaceans and some species of animal organisms, called cryptobionts [75]. It 

has been observed that the presence of trehalose in solution increases the denaturation 

temperature of proteins and inhibits their precipitation in the formulation or during the 

production of solid formulation [76]. This disaccharide also prevents the chemical and physical 

degradation that may occur in the carrier-based formulations [76]. 

Two hypotheses have been described according to which the use of sugars or sugar alcohols 

would allow greater stabilization of proteins during the transformation of a solution into a solid 

powder such as in the freeze drying or in spray drying process [77]–[80]. The theory of 

vitrification, according to which the immobilization of the protein at the level of the amorphous 

and glassy matrix of the sugar would reduce the degradation of the protein itself [73], [77]. In 

fact, in the glassy solid-state structural changes are delayed, and only small molecular 

movements may occur, such as rotations and vibrations of the amino acid side chains. The 

second theory is water replacement, in which stabilization is due to the formation of hydrogen 

bonds between the hydroxyl groups of the sugar and the protein, that replace the hydrogen 
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bonds between water and protein lost during drying process ultimate assisting the native 

structures of the protein to remain unchanged [35], [73], [81]. 
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2 Aim 

 

The main aim of the present thesis was to produce different polymorphs of mannitol in 

kinetically stable form and to investigate their solid-state and physico-chemical properties on 

the in vitro aerosolization performance in view of its possible use as a carrier in dry powder 

inhalers as an alternative to lactose.  

As many DPIs imply the use of hard capsules, a second aim was to investigate the effect of 

capsule filling parameters and physico-chemical properties of the filling material on the 

microdosage filling process.  

The last aim involved the investigation of a model protein candidate in a potentially inhalable 

formulation containing mannitol obtained by spray drying technique.  

The first part of the research work was organized in two distinct phases. 

The first phase was dedicated to the production and isolation of each polymorphic form with 

particular attention to the development of methods for the kinetic stabilization of the metastable 

forms α and δ. Each polymorph was characterized in terms of purity of the powder, thermal 

behaviour water content, stability, surface morphology and particle size. 

In the second step, the performance of each polymorphic form as a carrier in an DPI was 

evaluated. Mixtures of mannitol α, β or δ were then prepared with two different active 

ingredients, namely, salbutamol sulphate and budesonide, chosen as hydrophilic and lipophilic 

drug model respectively.  

The rationale behind this part of the project was the production of different carrier surface 

characteristics, stemming from the different molecular arrangement in then crystal structure 

without changing the carrier itself (keeping the primary chemical structure). This would allow, 

in principle, to “extract” information on drug-carrier interaction due to specific solid-state 
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properties and eventually to exploit these properties to produce a DPI with improved 

aerosolization performances.  

This part of the study was carried out in vitro with the using an Andersen Cascade Impactor, 

to estimate the amount of drug able to reach the lung level (fine particle fraction - FPF%). 

Aerosolization was performed using two devices with different resistance to introduce a further 

element capable to put into evidence the de-aggregation features of the drug-carrier mixtures. 

Finally, the mannitol-based carrier performances were compared to those lactose-based 

formulations which, as already stated, represent the benchmark of the presently available DPIs.  
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3 Material and methods 

3.1  Material 

Pearlitol® 200SD and Pearlitol® 160C were obtained from Roquette, France. Micronised 

salbutamol sulfate (SS) and budesonide (BUD) were supplied from Fagron, Bologna, Italy and 

by Chiesi Farmaceutici, Parma, Italy respectively. Lacto-Sphere® MM50 (sieved α-lactose 

monohydrate, dV50 = 53.1 µm) was provided by Micro-Sphere SA (Switzerland).  

 

3.2  Methods 

3.2.1 Crystallization techniques of D-mannitol 

Recrystallization of mannitol was carried out in order to isolate kinetically stable mannitol 

polymorphic forms with techniques suitable for manufacturing scale-up.  

 

Hydrate form recrystallization 

The hydrate and β forms were prepared by freeze-drying a water solution of Pearlitol® 200SD 

at the concentrations of 4 % and 18 % w/v using a laboratory freeze-drier (Alpha 2-4 LSC Plus,  

Martin Christ Gefriertrocknungsanlagen GmbH, Osterode am Harz, Germany).  

The following conditions afforded hydrate form as characterized below: (1) Preparation of the 

D- mannitol solution 4% w/v in purified water and equilibration at -20 oC for 3 hours (2) 

Freezing at -45 oC for 20 minutes, (3) Primary drying at -15 oC for 2 hours, then, 0 oC for 1 

hour, then, 10 oC for 2 hours 0.100 mbar, (4) Secondary drying at 25 oC for 4 hours at 0.100 

mbar.  

Since this form was not stable enough as it rapidly dehydrated forming the β polymorph an 

attempt was made to increase its stability at ambient temperature; thus, a small amount of CaCl 
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(1% w/w of mannitol) was added to the water solution and submitted to the above-described 

process of freeze-drying.  

 

β form recrystallization 

The β form of mannitol, which is the thermodynamically stable one, was prepared using two 

different methods.  

The first was similar to the method used to obtain the hydrated form from freeze drying, but 

with a longer time (10 hours instead of 4 hours) in the secondary drying phase (25 oC - 0.100 

mbar).  

The second method implied for the use of an acetone as anti-solvent. 4.5 g of mannitol 

Pearlitol® 160C were weighed and dispersed in an Erlenmeyer flask containing 25 mL of 

ultrapure water (18% w/v). The solution was placed on a magnetic plate for 2 hours until 

complete mannitol dissolution and then filtered (PTFE 0.45 µm) using a vacuum pump. 25 mL 

of acetone were then added to the water solution of mannitol, under magnetic stirring for 4 

hours. The precipitate was then filtered using the same type of a filter and placed in an oven at 

30° C for 12 hours until complete drying [69].  

 

α form recrystallization 

For the preparation of the mannitol α form, 1 g of Pearlitol® 200SD and different amount of 

PVA (0, 1 or 2% w/w of mannitol) were weighed and transferred in an Erlenmeyer flask and 

brought into solution in 125 mL of methanol on a heated magnetic plate at a temperature of 

60° C for 2 hours. The solution was then filtered (PTFE 0.45 µm) under vacuum and placed 

into an ice bath for 30 minutes under stirring. The obtained mannitol precipitate was finally 

filtered ( PTFE 0.45 µm) and dried in an oven at 30° C for 12 hours [69]. 
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δ form recrystallization 

The δ form was obtained by crystallization in presence of PVP, thus modifying the method 

proposed by Cares-Pacheco et al. and Vanhoorne et al. [69], [83]. For all samples, the same 

filtration and storage conditions were applied, that is a Büchner filtration with a 0.45 µm pore 

size of PTFE membrane (ALBET®, Spain) followed by storing in desiccator with silica gel. 

4.5 g of mannitol Pearlitol®160C were weighed and dispersed in the presence of PVP K30 

(from 0.5 to 3% w/w of mannitol) in 25 mL of ultrapure water in an Erlenmeyer flask. The 

solution was placed on a magnetic plate for 2 hours until complete mannitol dissolution and 

then filtered (PTFE 0.45 µm) using a vacuum pump. 25 mL of acetone were then added to the 

water solution of mannitol, under magnetic stirring for 4 minutes. The obtained mannitol 

precipitate was finally filtered with ( PTFE 0.45 µm) and dried in an oven at 30° C for 12 hours 

[69]. 

 

3.2.2 Solid state characterization 

 

The solid state and physical characteristics of the mannitol phases were assessed by X-Ray 

diffraction on powder (XRPD), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), dynamic vapor 

sorption (DVS), laser light diffraction and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In order to 

identify unambiguously the crystalline phase of the recrystallized mannitol, the Cambridge 

Crystallographic Database was used to obtain the X-ray Powder Diffraction beamline of pure 

mannitol crystals [84], [85]. The diffraction pattern of the pure crystalline phase was obtained 

by downloading the data file related to then relevant crystal phase in “.cif " format from the 

Cambridge Crystallographic Database (CCD). This file was processed using the Mercury 4.0.0 

software (Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre, UK), to calculate the powder pattern of the 
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forms of mannitol. Subsequently, data have been converted into Microsoft Excel format and 

compared to those obtained experimentally. 

 

3.2.2.1  X-ray diffraction on powders 

 

The analysis was performed with a MiniFlex diffractometer (Rigaku, Japan) using Cu Kα 

radiation (λ= 1.5418 Å) generated with 30 kV. The samples were put into the aluminum sample 

holder until it was completely covered by powder and then gently compacted with a glass slide 

in order to obtain an even surface. The goniometer was set at a scanning rate of 1.5° min-1 (step 

size = 0.05°) over the 2θ range 2-35°. Each measurement was carried out in triplicate.  

 

3.2.2.2  Particle size distribution 

 

The particle size distribution of the mannitol powders was measured by laser light diffraction 

(Spraytec, Malvern, UK). Powders were dispersed in cyclohexane at the concentration of 1 % 

w/v in the presence of 0.1% w/v of Span 85 and sonicated for 3 min (8510, Branson Ultrasonics 

Corporation, USA).  Particle size distributions for three dispersions of each powders were 

performed with an obscuration level of at least 10%. Data were expressed in terms of equivalent 

volume diameter (Dv) for 10th/50th/90th percentiles: Dv(10), Dv(50), and Dv(90) respectively. 

The amplitude of the distribution was expressed by means of the span value, defined as: 

 

Span = (Dv(90)- Dv(10))/ Dv(50)                 (Eq 1.2) 
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3.2.2.3  Differential scanning calorimetry 

 

A DSC 821e (Mettler Toledo, Switzerland) driven by STARe software (Mettler Toledo) was 

employed to investigate the thermal behavior of mannitol forms in the temperature range 

between 25°C and 200° at the heating rate of 10°C/min. The instrument was previously 

calibrated with Indium (onset of melting Tm = 156.48°C, enthalpy of melting ΔHm = -28.60 J 

g-1). Samples of about 5-8 mg were placed in a 40 µL aluminum pan with a pierced cover and 

heated under a flux of dry nitrogen (100 mL/min). 

 

3.2.2.4  Thermogravimetric analysis 

 

Thermogravimetric analyses performed with the TGA/DSC1 instrument (Mettler Toledo, 

Switzerland) was used to evaluate the water content of the powders based on their weight loss 

due to heating. Samples of about 5-8 mg sample were weighed in 40 µL aluminum pan and 

heated in the temperature range between 25 and 100°C at the heating rate of 10°C/min under 

nitrogen flow at 80 mL/min. 

 

3.2.2.5  Scanning Electron Microscopy 

 

The morphology of the different mannitol polymorphs was investigated via scanning electron 

microscopy using a FESEM SUPRA™ 40 (Carl Zeiss, Germany). Each powder sample was 

deposited on adhesive black carbon tabs pre-mounted on aluminum stubs in order to allow the 

dispersion of the charge and coated with a gold film of about 60 nm. The particles in excess 

were gently removed with a nitrogen flow. The samples were analyzed under high vacuum 
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conditions (1.33 × 10−2 Pa for 30 min) and the images were collected at different magnifications 

using an accelerating voltage of 1 kV. 

 

3.2.3 Preparation of adhesive mixtures 

 

All blends were prepared with 1% active ingredient content on the final weight. In order to 

investigate the better and faster method of preparation, the “sandwich” method (or layering, 

which consist in placing a fraction of the excipients in the blender, then layering the active 

ingredient over the surface of the excipient, and finally putting the remaining part of the 

excipient on the top of the powder bed) and the geometric dilution method were compared. The 

same mixture was prepared following the two methods using a Turbula® blender and five 

samples of each mixture were collected every five minutes to be analyzed via HPLC. The 

mixture was considered homogeneous when the coefficient of variation (calculated as the 

percentage of the ratio between standard deviation and mean value on the five measurements) 

was lower than 5%. The method that ensured better yield and shorter preparation time was 

geometric dilutions. Therefore 2 g of each mixture (model drug and different mannitol 

polymorphs) were prepared using this method, by mixing for one hour at 40 rpm. 

 

3.2.4 In vitro aerodynamic assessment  

 

The aerodynamic assessment of the blends was performed using an Andersen Cascade 

Impactor (ACI; Copley Scientific, UK) employing two devices with different resistance RS01® 

(RPC Plastiape Spa, Italy) and the prototype NESAT® (Bormioli Pharma Srl, Italy). The 

effective cut-off diameters (ECD) of each stage were recalculated according to Stokes's law 

using the ECDs referring to a flow of 28.3 l/min [86] : 
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D# = 	D&'.) ∙ 	+
&'.)
,

   (Eq 1.3) 

where D refers to the cut-off diameter at the flows Q used during in-vitro test.  

The pre-separator, having 10 µm of cut off diameter was equipped with a liquid trap (10 mL of 

ultrapure water) in order to capture non-inhalable large particles. The micro orifice collector 

(MOC) was equipped by type A/E glass filter (Whatman, UK). To avoid particle bounce, ACI 

plates were coated with 1% (w/v) glycerol in methanol for SS and 2% (w/v) Tween 20 in 

ethanol for BUD, allowing solvent evaporation before ACI assembling. The device was 

connected by a rubber mouthpiece adapter to the ACI and an air stream generated by a VP 

1000 vacuum pump (Erweka, Germany) was set to have a pressure drop behind the impactor 

of 4 kPa and 4 L of the air volume; thus, 4 s at a flowrate of 60 L/min or 5.1 s at a flowrate of 

48 L/min were used for RS01® and NESAT® respectively. A capsules size 3 (Quali-V® 

Qualicaps Europe, Spain) were manually filled with 20.0 ± 0.2 mg of powder.   

After the aerosolization process, the capsule was removed from the device, the deposition test 

was repeated until six capsules had been discharged. At the end of the test the drug deposited 

at the various levels (capsule and device, rubber and throat, pre-separator, stage 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

6, 7 and filter) was collected with a mixture of acetonitrile: water (6:4 v/v) for BUD and with 

distilled water for SS. The residual part of drug in the capsule device, rubber adaptor, throat 

and pre-separator were collected in a 50 mL flask each whereas the drug deposited on the plates 

and filter were washed in crystallizers containing 10 mL of solvent. The drug solutions 

obtained by washing the capsule, device and filter were also sonicated for 5 minutes and filtered 

with RC filters to ensure homogeneity. The concentration of SS and BUD in each sample was 

determined by the HPLC. Each formulation was tested three times. 

The obtained data were processed with Microsoft Office Excel 16.16.21 (Microsoft Corp., 

USA) and KaleidaGraph (version 4.5.4 Sinergy Software, USA) softwares to obtain the 
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aerodynamic parameters: the Emitted Dose (ED) which is the amount of drug discharged from 

the device after inhalation; the Emitted Fraction (%), calculate as the ratio between the emitted 

dose and the loaded dose in the capsule; the fine particle dose that corresponded to the amount 

of drug recovered in the stages of impactor; the Fine Particle Fraction (FPF%) calculated as 

the ratio between fine particle dose and emitted dose and the Mass Median Aerodynamic 

Diameter (MMAD) which is the diameter that separates the aerosolized particles in two 

populations with equal weight. MMAD was determined by plotting the cumulative percentage 

of mass less than the cut-off diameter for each stage on a probability scale versus the relevant 

aerodynamic diameter of the stage on a logarithmic scale. MMAD corresponds to the slope of 

the line obtained by linear regression of the experimental points. 

 

3.2.5 High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) 

 

The samples collected from the aerodynamic studies were loaded into vials for the HPLC 

analysis, performed using an Agilent 1200 LC Series (Agilent Technologies, USA), driven by 

a ChemStation software A.04.02, using a UV detector set at the wavelength of 220 and 254 nm 

for salbutamol sulphate and budesonide respectively. The applied analytical methods differed 

between budesonide and salbutamol. As for salbutamol sulphate, the mobile phase was 

prepared from 6 g of KH2PO4 in 800 mL of ultrapure water. After neutralizing to pH 7 with 

10M NaOH, the solution was brought to volume of 1 L and filtered with a 0.45 µm CA-filter 

(Sartorius Stedim Biotech GmbH, Gottingen, Germany). The phosphate buffer solution was 

mixed with methanol (4:6 v/v) to obtain the final mobile phase that was pumped at 0.6 mL/min, 

through SupelcosilTM LC-18 column (25 cm x 4.6 mm, 5 µm) kept at 30° C; 50 µL of sample 

solution were injected and the retention time was 5.6 minutes. The analytical method was 
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assessed in terms of linearity of response (AUC vs concentration) in the concentration range 4 

- 40 µg/mL; Limit of d Quantification; Limit of Detection, evaluated as: 

 LOD= 3.3 s/slp   (Eq 1.4) 

LOQ= 10 s/slp   (Eq 1.5) 

Here s and the slp are the standard deviation and the slope respectively of the regression line 

of the absorbance vs concentration experimental points. In the set conditions LOQ was = 1.04 

µg /mL  and LOD  resulted = 0.31 µg/mL. 

For budesonide the mobile phase was a mixture of acetonitrile: water (6:4 v/v). The flow was 

set at 0.75 mL/min through an Atlantis® dC18 column (150 mm x 3.9 mm); 50 µL of sample 

solution was injected and the retention time was 3.3 minutes. Also, in this case the analytical 

method was assessed in terms of linearity of response in the concentration range 4 - 40 µg/mL 

(LOQ = 0.32 µg/mL; LOD = 0.097 µg/mL).  

 

3.2.6 Preliminary cell toxicity  

 

Cell viability was measured in terms of mitochondrial activity using the 3-(4,5-

dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-dyphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) assay on a human lung cancer 

cell line, Calu3 (ATCC® HTB-55®) [87]. Cells at passage 36 were seeded into 96-well plates 

(VWR Tissue culture plates, VWR International, Italy) at a density of 3 x 104 cells/well in 200 

µl of culture medium composed of MEM (Minimum essential medium, Gibco®, Thermo Fisher 

scientific, USA) with the addition of 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Heat inactivated, Aurogene 

s.r.l. Italy) 1% penicillin/streptomycin solution (100x Aurogene s.r.l. Italy) and 1% of non-
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essential amino acid solution (MEM NEAA, Gibco®, Thermo Fisher scientific, USA). Cells 

were left to settle and form a monolayer for three days before performing the viability assay. 

The powder samples were dissolved in Hanks buffered salt solution (HBSS, Gibco, Thermo 

Fisher scientific, USA) + 30 mM HEPES (>99.5% H3375, Sigma-Aldrich, Italy). Before the 

test, growth medium was removed and 150 µl of each solution to be tested were added to each 

well and left for (4 hours or) 24 hours at 37°C, 5% CO2. After incubation, solutions were gently 

removed and 150 µl of 1 mg/mL solution of thiazole blue tetrazolium bromide (M2128, Sigma-

Aldrich, USA) in HBSS+ 30 mM HEPES were added and left for 2 hours at 37°C, 5% CO2. 

After removing the solution, precipitated formazan crystals were dissolved in 120 µl DMSO 

for each well, under shaking, for 10 min in the dark. Absorbance of samples was read at 570 

nm by means of a plate reader Spark® (Tecan, Switzerland). The concentrations of mannitol, 

PVP or PVA to be tested were chosen on the basis of a rough estimate of the amount of each 

component, in terms of respirable fraction, that could reach the lungs following an inspiration 

from a capsule loaded with about 20 mg of excipient, which was set at 2 mg. This amount is 

supposed to be dissolved in the available volume of lung lining fluid, whose estimate is 

between 10 and 30 mL [14]. On these bases, and assuming the worst-case scenario (more 

concentrated solution) 0.2 mg/mL mannitol was considered as reference concentration to be 

evaluated and a viability assay was executed over 8 concentrations following a serial dilution 

of two, covering and exceeding this value. As a consequence, PVP and PVA, when taken alone, 

were tested at concentrations reflecting their relative ratio with mannitol during crystallization, 

namely 1% w/w and 2% w/w respectively, with a final reference concentration of 2 µg/mL and 

4 µg/mL.  HBSS + 3mM HEPES was chosen as a solvent for powder as well as negative control 

for the test: viability of cells was expressed as percentage with respect to untreated negative 

control as mean value + standard deviation (n=4). 
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The statistical analysis was performed with Microsoft Office Excel 16.16.21 software 

employing a two-tailed unpaired t-test with significance level fixed at p-value = 0.05. Standard 

deviation was used to indicate experimental variability. 
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4 Results and discussion 

4.1  Solid-state and physical characteristics assessment of mannitol crystallized forms 

 

The purpose of this part of the project was to investigate whether mannitol powders in different 

crystal phases could affect the aerosolization behavior of two model active pharmaceutical 

ingredient (API) when said mannitol particles were used as carried in adhesive mixture. To this 

aim,  starting from the work of Cares-Pacheco et al. [69] (for a form) and Vanhoorne et al. 

[67], [83] (for d  form), modified crystallization procedures were developed in order to  isolate 

four mannitol solid phases suitable for the production of binary mixtures with the selected 

micronized API in terms of kinetic stability, and physical characteristics such as shape and 

particle size distribution. 

The obtained mannitol solid phases were, first of all unequivocally identified by comparing 

their powder X-ray diffraction patterns with the those relevant to a, b, d and hydrate form 

obtained from the CCD. Figure 6, 7, 8 and Figure 9 reports the PXRD patterns of the 

crystallized mannitol a, b, d and hydrate forms in comparison with the relevant theoretical one 

from CCD.   

Considering the a form (Figure 1.6) in the absence of PVA [69] the diffraction pattern 

substantially differed from that obtained from CCD, while the addition of 2% PVA resulted in 

a good matching with the reconstructed pattern as testified in particular by the presence of the 

diagnostic peaks at 8.98°, 10.52°, 13.24° and the most intense at 16.84° 2Theta. At 1% PVA 

the presence of the latter peak at low intensity suggest the formation of a mixture of phases 

rather than pure a form as also indicated by the absence of the peaks at 8.98° and 10.52° 

2Theta. Thus, 2% PVA appears to be the lower polymer concentration suitable for obtaining 
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the stable a form.; although the use PVA in formulation for inhalation has already been 

proposed [88] it is worth underlying that PVA has not yet been approved for such application; 

therefore, a low concentration of PVA in the carrier would be beneficial to reduce the polymer 

burden that by reach the respiratory tree, although it should be considered that most of the 

carrier deposition in the oropharyngeal region and is eventually swallowed . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PXRD patterns of mannitol a form (d) prepared in saturated methanol solution 

using 2% of PVA (c) 1% of PVA (b) without PVA (a) CCD reference. 

 

As for the supposed b form (Figure 1.7), the superimposition with the pattern reconstructed 

from CCD data was quite good for the powders obtained with both crystallization methods in 

particular for the characteristic peaks at 10.06°, 14.22°, the most intense peak at 23.02° and the 

one at 20.10° 2theta. 
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 PXRD patterns of mannitol b the form (c) obtained using acetone as an 

antisolvent. (b) freeze drying technique (a) CCD as a reference. 

 

The PXRD patterns obtained from CCD for the  d  form is reported in Figure 8 along with those 

obtained from the powders prepared by modifying the method propose by Vanhoorne et al. 

[67], [83] who added  5% of PVP to get stable mannitol d  form. Similarly, to the approach 

adopted for the d form the rationale here was to figure out what was the lower amount of 

polymer necessary to obtain crystallographic pure (and possibly kinetically stable) d form in 

order to limit at the minimum the polymer potentially reaching the airways. Thus, five different 

PVP concentration s (from 0 to 3 % w/w of mannitol) were investigated (Figure 1.8.). 

Without PVP, as well as with 0.5 % w/w polymer, the highly intense peak at 9.26° 2theta which 

is characteristic of the d form could be observed; however, in the trace from CCD no peaks are 

present in the 9.5-18.5° 2theta e region, whereas 0 and 0.5% PVP-containing powders afforded 

small peaks at 13.24° and 16.84° 2theta, likely ascribable to the presence of traces of the a 

form. These two peaks disappeared as the PVP concentration increased, being 1% w/w PVP 
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the minimum polymer concentration to get crystallographic pure d form. This powder did not 

differ from those containing 2% and 3% PVP. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PXRD patterns of mannitol d form (f) obtained using acetone as an antisolvent 

with 3% PVP (e) 2% PVP (d) 1% PVP (c) 0.5% PVP (b) without PVP (a) CCD as a reference. 

 

It is worth underscoring that the amount of polymer added both in the case of PVA and PVP 

was below the sensitivity of the diffractometer, thus, it was not possible to speculate about the 

solid-state characteristics of the polymer in the carrier particles. 

The hydrate form of mannitol was obtained by freeze-drying with final drying at 25 o C for 4 

hours at 0.100 mbar [85]. An hemihydrate form was isolated (Figure 1.9), however this form 

was not stable enough as it easily dehydrated at room temperature converting into the 

anhydrous form [89]. For this reason, its crystalline form was characterized but it was not used 

for the preparation of adhesive mixtures with the drug used in the second phase of research. 
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 PXRD patterns of mannitol hemihydrate forms (c) obtained by freeze drying 

using 1% of CaCl (b) without any additional component in mannitol water solution (a) CCD 

as a reference. 

 

The hydrate nature of the crystal was confirmed by DSC (Figure 1.10) that showed a fairly 

broad endothermic event (onset 62.9 ± 0.1, peak 64.0 ± 0.1) ascribable to the 

pseudopolymorphic transition (release of water molecule from the hydrate crystal) followed by 

a final melting with onset at 164.5 ± 0.2. TGA analysis indicated a weight loss of 5.4 ± 0.4 at 

the temperature range 25-80°C, thus confirming the loss of half molecule of water per molecule 

of mannitol (theoretical value 4.7% w/w). 
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 DSC traces of crystallized mannitol forms: (a) hydrate; (b) δ form (1% PVP); 

(c) β form; (d) α form (2% PVA). 

 

Figure 1.10 reports also the DSC traces of the other mannitol forms: δ mannitol showed an 

onset melting temperature of 155.4 ± 0.4 oC and at the peak of 157.1 ± 0.2 oC. This endothermic 

event was followed by a small exotherm ascribable to the recrystallization and a final melting 

at 165.2 ± 0.5 oC (onset). As for the α mannitol the onset melting temperature was at 164.4 ± 

0.1 oC and the peak at 165.6 ± 0.1 oC; the β form showed an onset temperature of fusion at 

165.2 ± 0.5 oC with the peak at 166.0 ± 0.5 oC. All these data were in good agreement with 

those reported by Cares-Pacheco and co-workers [69]. 

 

4.2  Stability of crystallized α and δ mannitol 

 

XRPD was used to study the stability of α and δ forms over time (Figures 1.11 and 1.12 

respectively). The crystallized powders were stored in glass vials stoppered and clamped at a 
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temperature of 40° C, 75% RH for up to 24 months. XRPD analyses were performed to verify 

the evidence possible solid-phase changes.  

As for the α form, although the peaks appeared slightly translated from one time sample to 

another (likely due to preferential orientation phenomena), the patterns were substantially 

similar as no new peaks appeared with 12 months. However, 24 months storage afforded small 

peaks at 15° and 23.1° 2theta, likely ascribable to the presence of traces of the β form. In the 

case of δ form, the pattern recorded after 1 month or 12 months storage were practically 

superimposed to that recorded at time zero. After 24 months storage, small peaks were detected 

at 10.95°, 15.15° and 23.85° 2theta, ascribable also here to the presence of traces of the β form. 

Therefore, it can be stated that both polymorphic forms were stable in the considered time 

interval for 12 months under accelerated stability conditions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 PXRD patterns of mannitol α form recorded at (a) time zero; (b) 1 month (c) 12 

months (d) 24 months storage at 40 °C and 40% RH. 
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  PRXD patterns of mannitol δ form recorded at (a) time zero; (b) 1 month (c) 

12 months (d) 24 months storage at 40 °C and 40% RH. 

 

4.3  Particle size distribution and morphology 

 

The particle size distribution (PSD) of the powders of the recrystallized mannitol polymorphs 

was determined by laser light scattering. The obtained data are summarized in Table 1.2.  

It was observed that β form showed the smallest particle size distribution with the majority of 

the particle having a size lower than 30 µm, while α and δ forms (as well as the hydrate) 

afforded similar PSD with a median volume diameter around 23 µm. In view of a possible use 

of these powders as carried in adhesive mixtures, these figures are lower compared to the 

typical median diameters of lactose carriers which ranges between 50 and 150 µm. 
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Table 1.2. Particle size distribution expressed as equivalent volume diameters (Dv, µm) and Span 

± standard deviation. 

 

 

The morphology of the mannitol forms was assessed by scanning electron microscopy. SEM 

pictures are presented, as an example in Figure 1.13. In all cases more or less prismatic crystals 

were obtained with the α form showing higher amounts of fine particulates aggregated to form 

threadlike crystals. β form has a higher size distribution with some elongated and needle shaped 

crystals.  

 

Mannitol Dv10 Dv50 Dv90 Span 
β form 2.90 ± 0.29 11.11 ± 1.75 28.87 ± 1.15 2.34 ± 0.17 
δ form 6.21 ± 0.86 23.05 ± 1.85 57.93 ± 1.50 2.24 ± 0.18 
α form 6.83 ± 0.42 22.68 ± 2.11 45.36 ± 3.32 2.98 ± 0.75 

hydrate form 6.83 ± 1.17 22.68 ± 2.72 58.14 ± 1.35 1.60 ± 0.07 
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 SEM images of mannitol forms taken at 6000x magnification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

δ form α form 

hydrate form β form 
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4.4 Invitro aerodynamic assessment of selected drugs 

 

The adhesive mixtures of selected drugs with the different mannitol forms (Table 1.3) were 

used to study the aerosolization performance with mid (RS01®) and low (NESAT®) resistance 

devices. 

Table 1.3. Percentage composition of the adhesive mixtures prepared with different mannitol 

polymorphs and lactose MM50 as reference. Drug content and loaded powder doses in capsules (mean, 

standard deviation, CV%, n=5). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4.1 Effects of mannitol polymorphs on salbutamol sulphate deposition 

 

Table 1.4 reports the deposition parameters of SS from adhesive mixture prepared α, β and δ 

mannitol polymorphs in comparison with those obtained from MM50, aerosolized with RS01 

device. 

Different mannitol forms lead to different SS deposition profiles. The mixtures prepared with 

the β form afforded an almost complete delivery of the loaded dose.  In terms of FPF there was 

no significant difference between α and β form, while the mixture SS with the δ form gave rise 

to a lower deposition of fine particles on the impactor (p = 0.01 compared to both formulations 

 Drug Drug Content (%) Loaded dose (mg) 
MM50 SS 0.82 ± 0.03 (3.67) 20.1 ± 0.2 (0.96) 
MM50 BUD 0.70 ± 0.02 (2.86) 20.3 ± 0.1 (0.41) 
δ form SS 1.01 ± 0.04 (3.92) 20.1 ± 0.1 (0.26) 
δ form BUD 0.85 ± 0.03 (3.81) 20.0 ± 0.1 (0.38) 
β form SS 0.93 ± 0.03 (3.14) 20.2 ± 0.2 (0.84) 
β form BUD 0.99 ± 0.04 (4.04) 20.0 ± 0.1 (0.32) 
α form SS 0.83 ± 0.04 (4.83) 20.1 ± 0.1 (0.24) 
α form BUD 0.87 ± 0.01 (1.57) 20.0 ± 0.1 (0.26) 
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with α and β form).  

On the other hand, after actuation of the blends containing MM50 lactose, more drug particles 

were retained in the inhaler device and capsules (16.26 ± 3.92 %) than in the case of the blends 

with δ mannitol forms (3.67 ± 2.11 %). For example, more than 80% of the total dose of the 

formulations with lactose was emitted from the inhaler while more than 90% of drug emission 

was achieved after aerosolization of the formulations containing the δ form. Despite the high 

emitted dose, most of the emitted powder was constituted by a coarse fraction as indicated by 

the percentage of the loaded dose deposited in the pre-separator:  38.64 ± 12.8 % for blends 

with lactose, 47.41 ± 3.73 % for the formulations with δ form and 47.98 ± 14.23 % and 51.81 

± 1.24 %, for the formulations with α and β form respectively.  

A study from Kaialy and coworkers [90] indicated that there was a significant difference 

between recrystallized and commercial (β form) mannitol in terms of aerodynamic 

performances when salbutamol sulphate was used as a model drug. According to their in vitro 

aerodynamic test via multi-stage liquid impinger, FPF values of the SS blend with 

recrystallized mannitol were considerably higher than FPF of the SS blend with commercial 

mannitol [90]. However, the solid state of their recrystallized mannitol showed that it was a 

mixture of α, β and δ forms and not a single stable phase. On the other hand, the study of 

Boshhiha and Urbanetz showed that there was not difference between commercial lactose and 

mannitol when SS was used as a model drug [91]. 
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Table 1.4. Deposition parameters of salbutamol sulphate from adhesive mixture prepared with 

lactose MM50, α, β and δ mannitol polymorphs in an ACI after aerosolization at 60 L min-1 with RS01 

device [Mean, SD, n.3]. 

 

When the aerosolization was performed with the NESAT® device (Table 1.5), mixtures 

prepared with α showed a slightly higher emitted fraction compared to δ and β although the 

differences were not statistically significant. On the other hand, as for the case of aerosolization 

with RS01, the mixture with the β form gave rise to a higher dose deposition of fine particles 

compared to the mixture with lactose MM50 (p = 0.021) The deposition of mixtures with the 

δ and β forms took place mostly in the stage zero of the impactor compared to lactose MM50 

(p = 0.04, p = 0.01 respectively). The formulation of α form showed 81.7 % of emitted fraction 

with device RS01, while it was 90.5% with NESAT®.  

α and β forms had similar dispersibility regardless of the devices used while, some effect of 

the device type and resistance (although not dramatic) could be observed for formulations 

prepared with lactose MM50 and mannitol δ form. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
ED 

(µg) 

Recovery 

(%) 

Emitted 

fraction (%) 

FPD 

(µg) 

FPF 

(%) 

MMAD 

(µm) 

MM50 128.8 ± 14.9 96.2 ± 11.6 80.1 ± 12.7 10.0 ± 2.5 8.4 ± 1.7 3.6 ± 0.1 

δ form 173.6 ± 29.6 92.4 ± 17.5 90.4 ± 18.5 16.0 ± 1.6 9.3 ± 2.4 4.1 ± 0.0 

β form 200.5 ± 6.9 99.6 ± 3.3 97.6 ± 3.2 29.8 ± 1.9 13.9 ± 0.7 4.7 ± 0.5 

α form 136.4 ± 16.2 99.0 ± 9.0 81.7 ± 9.0 21.8 ± 4.8 13.4 ± 4.3 4.1 ± 0.1 
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Table 1.5. Deposition parameters of salbutamol sulphate from adhesive mixture prepared with 

lactose MM50, α, β and δ mannitol polymorphs in an ACI after aerosolization at 48 L min-1 with NESAT® 

device [Mean (SD), n.3]. 

 

 

4.4.2 Effects of mannitol polymorphs on budesonide deposition 

 

The values relevant to the aerosolization performance of budesonide with RS01 and NESAT® 

devices are reported in Table 1.6 and 1.7 respectively. With both devices, trends similar to 

those already presented for SS were observed, with the only significant difference that, in the 

case of BUD, the values of FPD, FPF were much higher than those recorded for SS while the 

MMADs were significantly smaller. 

The BUD deposition profile from RS01 device were not significantly different between the α 

and β form, while the mixture BUD with the form δ afforded a lower deposition of fine particles 

on the impactor (p = 0.01 for RS01®). Moreover, the deposition profiles of budesonide from 

MM50 mixtures showed a significantly lower fine particle dose on the filter compared to the 

blends with α and β forms (p =0.02, p= 0.004 respectively). Those are partly in agreement with 

those reported in the study of Nokhodchi and coworkes, who showed that the highest FPF % 

of budesonide was obtained with the formulation of mannitol, compared to the other carriers 

(sorbitol, maltitol, xylitol, dextrose) attributed a better aerosolization performance due to the 

elongated shape of the carrier rather than to its specific surface chemistry  [90],[92]. 

 
ED 

(µg) 

Recovery 

(%) 

Emitted 

fraction (%) 

FPD 

(µg) 

FPF (%) MMAD 

(µm) 

MM50 147.4 ± 7.4 104.3 ± 5.5 96.0 ± 6.2 14.6 ± 1.9 13.5 ± 3.3 3.9 ± 1.2 

δ form 196.6 ± 20.6 98.8 ± 8.0 95.1 ± 5.6 13.2 ± 1.5 6.5 ± 0.1 5.7 ± 0.4 

β form 182.8 ± 31.9 97.4 ± 14.4 90.3± 12.5 21.0 ± 3.0 11.1 ± 3.7 4.5 ± 0.0 

α form 150.2 ± 22.8 95.5 ± 14.2 90.5 ± 13.4 18.0 ± 5.5 11.9 ± 6.0 4.0 ± 0.1 
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Table 1.6. Deposition parameters of budesonide from adhesive mixtures prepared with lactose 

MM50, α, β and δ mannitol polymorphs in an ACI after aerosolization with RS01 device at 60 L min-1 

[Mean (SD), n.3]. 

 

With the NESAT® device very similar figures were observed except for the performance of the 

mixture prepared with the mannitol β form that afforded significantly higher FPD and FPF 

relative to RS01.  

Table 1.7. Deposition parameters of budesonide from adhesive mixtures prepared with lactose 

MM50, α, β and δ mannitol polymorphs in an ACI after Aerosolization with NESAT® device at 48 L 

min-1 [Mean (SD), n=3]. 

 

These results clearly indicate that the manipulation of the mannitol solid-state can have an 

impact on the in vitro deposition of two model drugs in relevant adhesive mixtures. 

Formulations prepared with α and β polymorphs behave similarly affording better 

aerosolization performance with respect to the formulations prepared with δ mannitol 

 
ED 

(µg) 

Recovery 

(%) 

Emitted 

fraction (%) 

FPD 

(µg) 

FPF 

(%) 

MMAD 

(µm) 

MM50 93.9 ± 3.5 99.0 ± 3.6 87.3 ± 2.0 36.2 ± 0.2 26.6 ± 1.3 1.6 ± 0.2 

δ form 111.8 ± 12.0 93.1 ± 4.5 78.4 ± 3.5 26.3 ± 8.2 19.6 ± 3.2 2.9 ± 0.4 

β form 141.2 ± 15.0 91.2 ± 9.4 71.3 ± 7.6 104.7 ± 7.2 58.1 ± 3.9 1.8 ± 0.1 

α form 122.0 ± 14.3 98.0 ± 8.4 76.5 ± 8.6 84.0 ± 14.6 53.5 ± 5.1 1.8 ± 0.1 

 
ED 

(µg) 

Recovery 

(%) 

Emitted 

fraction 

(%) 

FPD 

(µg) 

FPF 

(%) 

MMAD 

(µm) 

MM50 105.0 ± 14.9 90.0 ± 5.5 76.8 ± 9.7 48.0 ± 2.8 39.1 ± 3.4 2.1 ± 0.2 

δ form 117.6 ± 9.9 90.7 ± 3.6 71.7 ± 5.0 47.1 ± 10.6 32.0 ± 9.2 1.7 ± 0.1 

β form 168.5 ± 16.8 95.3 ± 9.2 85.0 ± 8.7 108.0 ± 18.0 57.7 ± 11.8 1.8 ± 0.1 

α form 142.3 ± 2.7 98.4 ± 3.4 89.5 ± 1.7 87.3 ± 0.8 55.8 ± 1.5 2.0 ± 0.2 
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polymorphs or the reference lactose MM50. In the case of β form, the better performance might 

be ascribed to the small particle size distribution and in particular to the greater percentage of 

micronized particles (see Table 1.2) as, for lactose, it is common knowledge that the presence 

of fines improves the aerosolization performance [15], [31], [93]. However, this is not the case 

for the mixture prepared with mannitol α polymorphs that showed a particle size distribution 

practically superimposable to that of mannitol form δ. Thus, the observed differences observed 

among mannitol polymorphs performance are more likely to be ascribed to the different 

characteristics of the particle surface solid state rather than to a physical property such as the 

size, whereas this latter cannot be excluded a priori when considering the comparison with 

lactose (Dv50 = 53 µm vs nearly 23.05 µm for α and δ mannitol).  

 

4.5 Preliminary cell toxicity  

 

As previously stated, despite the use PVA in formulation for inhalation has already been 

proposed [88] it is worth underlying that neither the PVA nor the PVP have been approved as 

excipient for inhalation. Moreover, taking into consideration the particle size distribution of 

the mannitol powders proposed here as carried for inhalation (Table 1.2) it would not be 

unlikely that some small carrier particle would reach de lung while the biggest one would 

deposit in the oropharynx and be swallowed. Thus, it is worth raising a concern about the 

possible toxic effect of the two polymers at the adopted concentration in the mannitol carrier. 

As reported in the experimental part, the concentrations of mannitol, PVP or PVA to be tested 

were taken based on the estimate of the amount of each component potentially reaching the 

lungs following an inspiration from a capsule loaded with about 20 mg of excipient, which, on 

the base of the in vitro aerosolization results, was set at 2 mg. It was assumed that this amount 
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would dissolved in the available volume of lung lining fluid, which has been reported to range 

between 10 and 30 mL [14]. A worst-case scenario (more concentrated solution) was assumed, 

thus, 0.2 mg/mL mannitol was considered as reference concentration to be evaluated in the cell 

viability assay. PVP and PVA alone were taken as reference and tested at concentrations of 2 

µg/mL and 4 µg/mL respectively reflecting their relative ratio with mannitol in the solid 

particle (1% w/w and 2% w/w respectively). 

Figure 1.14 reports the cell viability values obtained from the MTT test after 4 and 24 hours 

contact of Calu-3 cell with all forms of mannitol, as well as PVP and PVA alone. 

It can be observed that the crystallized mannitol polymorphs had no deleterious effect on cell 

viability as no significant difference could be detected between negative control cells and 

treated cells at all concentrations considered, up to 16 times above the reference value. These 

results suggests that not only the recrystallized mannitol, but also PVA and PVP could be 

considered as relatively safe excipients even for lung administration in accordance with other 

data reported in literature for PVA [94] and PVP [95], [96]. 
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  Viability assay for Calu3 cell lines. Upper panel: after 4hours, contact. Lower 

panel: after 24 hours contact. The bars represent the standard deviations.  
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5 Conclusion 

 

From the data presented in the present chapter it can be concluded that mannitol polymorphs 

can be produced with simple processes easy to scale up at industrial scale which imply the 

doping with small amounts of selected polymers. The polymorphic metastable forms are 

kinetically stable for at least one year 40 °C 75% R.U. which suggest a longer stability time at 

ambient temperature and their possible use as carrier for the preparation of binary adhesive 

mixture for pulmonary delivery of low dose micronized active ingredients.  On the contrary 

the pseudopolymorphic form, namely mannitol hemihydrate, tends very rapidly to convert into 

β form which represent the thermodynamically stable one at standard conditions.     

Although the particle size distribution of the crystallized mannitol polymorphs was not 

optimized, their aerosolization performance is very positive, for both the model drug tested. 

As for lactose, also mannitol affords better aerosolization performance with the active 

ingredient lipophilic in nature relative to hydrophilic one. 

Differently from lactose, the aerosolization of the best performing mannitol polymorphs are 

not affected by the device resistance. 

These results indicated that as observed for lactose, [31] also in the case of mannitol the surface 

physico chemical properties stemming from the different crystal structure represent a tool for 

modulating the carrier-drug interaction and, in turn, the aerosolization performance. 

Finally, the crystallized carriers proved to be safe toward lung cell in a wide range of possible 

concentrations, thus supporting the idea of using this excipient in DPI formulations.
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Quality by Design tools: DoE 

 

Quality by design (QbD) is a method to develop a product or a process based on the evaluation 

of all critical its parameters. This way of thinking was developed by the quality pioneer Dr. 

Joseph M. Juran [97]. QbD principles were also defined by Woodcock as a way to obtain a 

high-quality drug product free of contamination and defects [98]. Over decades the studies 

have showed that the quality must be built in the manufacture of the product and not simply 

checked afterwards. Pharmaceutical approach of QbD was described in ICH Q8 (R2) 

(Pharmaceutical Development), ICH Q9 (Quality Risk Management), and ICH Q10 

(Pharmaceutical Quality System) [97], [99].  

Design of experiment is part of the QbD tools (Figure 2.1) used with the identification of the 

main process variables and their effect on product quality. After the definition of the critical 

process parameters, the formulation and/or the process can be designed to ensure that those 

factors can be controlled within acceptable ranges [100]. 

One of the aim of QbD is to reduce the number of experiments needed according to four 

principles: controlling, randomization, replication and blocking [101]. 
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Figure 2.1. Quality by design tools (PAT =Process analytical technology). 

 

According to QbD-based approach the procedure of experimental phases does not include only 

the combination of four principles but also the critical material attributes (CMSs), critical 

process parameters (CPPs) and critical quality attributes (CQAs) in formulation and 

manufacturing processes.  The combination of CMAs and CPPs is a sort of junction to CQAs 

which is a thorough investigation of scale-up principles for pharmaceutical companies. Once 

the identification of CQAs has been done, the next step is to assess which parameters lead to 

the desired product quality [99]. The quality of a drug product can be identified with different 

attributes such as content uniformity, physical properties, dissolution profile, water and 

residual content, degradation profile.  

The aim of this part of the PhD project was to investigate through a QbD-based approach the 

capsule filling process with powder containing polymorphs of mannitol intended for use in 

DPIs. In fact, this specific application poses some specific issues related, in particular, to the 

low dosage (few mg or µg of active ingredient) and the influence of the filling process (in 

particular of the tamping) on the aerosolization performance. 

Several studies deal on micro-dosed capsule filling techniques for DPIs [102]–[104], but no 
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literature is available to show the possible effect on this process and the subsequent 

aerosolization of the polymorphism of a carrier such as mannitol.  

Design of Experiments copes with the CMAs and CPPs in order to compile a reasonable set of 

experiments used to analyze statistically the formulation and process responses as CQAs [105]. 

 

1.2 The role of capsules for DPIs 

As mentioned before, the aerosolization performance of a dry powder inhalation device 

depends not only on the powder formulation but also on the device used. Single-dose dry 

powder inhalers, which use a capsule to store and dispense the drug formulation [17], [106], 

are widely used. Therefore, the capsule may play a role in the aerosolization of the powder and 

in the dispersion of the micronized drug during inhalation. 

Devices that use capsule offer several advantages, such as the ease of use for the patient and 

accurate dispensing of the drug dose [23], [107]. After inhalation, the patient can check the 

capsule to verify that the administration has taken place correctly and, if necessary, repeat the 

maneuver. On the other hand, the presence of the capsule increases the number of steps needed 

to load the dose compared to a multidose DPI, even if the loading techniques are quite intuitive. 

The capsules must be pierced before inhalation. The emission of powder from the device and 

the aerodynamic performance are linked to the intrinsic resistance of the device, to the 

emptying of the capsules which is related, in turn to the capsule movement (rotation, shaking, 

vibration) [108]. Capsules can be opened by cutting or via needles that pierce the capsule. The 

latter is the most common method, with the number and location of puncture points varying 

according to the DPI used. In addition, other factors, such as the size of the hole, the volume 

of the capsule housing chamber, the geometry of the mouthpiece and the structure of the grid 

can affect the performance of the product [93], [109]. 
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There are several types of hard capsules used for inhalation on the market, which follow the 

evolution of capsules in oral drug administration. The primary material used for the capsules 

is gelatin, as it exhibits good film-forming properties and can easily dissolve in biological fluids 

at body temperature. The film produced is homogeneous and very strong and the gelatin 

capsules can easily withstand the mechanical stresses of the filling and packaging operations. 

However, gelatin comes from animal sources, is not completely chemically inert and contains 

water (about 13-16 % w/w) which acts as a plasticizer. These properties lead to incompatibility 

with some compounds, especially with hygroscopic drugs, and to fragility at low relative 

humidity. 

These disadvantages have led to the development of capsules made from plant-based polymers, 

used to avoid the risk of transmissible bovine spongiform encephalopathy and used in cases 

where consumers do not take capsules made of gelatin for religious, cultural or dietary reasons. 

Hypromellose (hydroxypropyl methylcellulose, HPMC), a chemically inert material that 

reduces the risk of incompatibility with some active ingredient, is nowadays commonly used 

to produce capsules. These capsules have a low moisture content (about 2-4 % w/w) thus, they 

can be used with hygroscopic drugs and or moisture sensitive formulations. HPMC capsules 

have also been shown to be less likely to shrink or become brittle when stored in low humidity 

conditions. They can also be easily punctured to allow for optimal and reproducible drug 

release from the capsule. In addition, it was also noted that the size of the capsule used to 

disperse the powder does not have a significant effect on the overall performance of the inhaler. 

The reduction of the capsule size has led to a small increase in the overall levels of turbulence 

generated in the device, but this is not sufficient to affect the dispersion of the powder [110]. 
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1.3 Capsule filling process and compactability 
1.3.1 Compactability 

Compressibility is the ability of a powder material to be transformed into a tablet under the 

effect of compaction pressure [111]. The compression and compaction processes are strongly 

influenced by the physical form of the material, i.e. whether it is amorphous or crystalline. As 

it was mentioned before, different crystals include salts, polymorphs, hydrates and solvates, 

each of which has different outer crystalline habits (needles or prisms), melting point and 

mechanical properties. Amorphous materials tend to plastic deformation and crystalline 

materials to break (crumbling). The surface and the roughness of the material has to be 

investigated in order to understand the compactability of solid particles which are held together 

by interfacial forces, which are also known as long range attractive forces; these forces include: 

electrostatic forces, Van der forces Waals and hydrogen bonds (among the excipients capable 

of forming hydrogen bonds there are simple sugars and polysaccharides such as cellulose and 

starches). These last two forces are the ones that make the greatest contribution during 

compression.  

Many active ingredients are ionizable and have an asymmetrical charge distribution. Some 

materials have permanent dipoles and the interaction forces are due to the attraction between 

the negative pole of one molecule when it is in contact with the positive pole of another. The 

molecules that take part in these interactions are considered polar [112]. Materials can change 

shape during compaction, this can alter the properties of the compact powder including 

chemical stability and dissolution. 

It has been observed that the crystalline habit can influence compaction through its effect on 

the orientation of the crystals during the compression phase [34], [111], [113]. 

Equidimensional crystals are usually preferred because they are handled better and have better 

characteristics such as flow, compactability and compressibility. In addition, the crystalline 

habit deeply influences surface-dependent properties such as drying, dissolution, 
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sedimentation, dispersibility, mixing and bulk density. Furthermore, the change of the 

crystalline habit can alter the particle size distribution and the surface/roughness 

characteristics: the change in crystallin habit modify the contact area and the alignment of the 

particles during the compression of the powder.  

To study the compression behavior of solids, the T factor (SFmax / Fmax) is devised, which 

considers the compressibility SFmax and tablettability (tensile strength/Fmax) of solids. In this 

case, Fmax is the maximum force of the upper punch and SFmax is the displacement of the punch 

at Fmax. In addition, plastic and elastic deformation was considered in the calculation of the T 

factor. A high T factor value for a material indicates good compactability [114]. 

In a study on paracetamol [111], an active ingredient known for its poor tablettability 

properties, it was possible to achieve different crystalline habits varying the crystallization via 

solvent, temperature and additives (polymers such as HPMC); different crystalline habits were 

obtained: raw, spherical, irregular paracetamol and flat in shape, which exhibited exactly the 

opposite behavior [111], [113], [114]. Each prepared material was compressed directly and 

without the addition of excipients. Compressing rough, irregular or flat-shaped paracetamol 

crystals produced very weak compacts that had no measurable tensile strength. Conversely, 

spherical crystals led to the formation of very strong compacts under the same operating 

conditions. Therefore, the manipulation of the crystals has proved to be an effective tool for 

the production of crystals with optimal physical-mechanical properties for compression.  

In the literature there are a few studies on compactability of carriers for DPIs formulation [102], 

[115]. Thus, taking into consideration that the so call Zanasi process for capsule filling implies 

a phase of powder compaction, this part of the thesis aimed to investigate this aspect in 

reference to capsule filling process parameters together with different types of capsules and 

carriers (lactose and mannitol). 
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1.3.2 Relevance of capsule filling process 

Properties of materials that can affect the capsule filling process include: 

• particle size, which affects the flow and cohesion of a powder (smaller particles show 

greater cohesion),  

• size distribution (considered critical in capsule filling mainly due to its impact on the 

compressibility of powders),  

• flowability of the powder (greater variability in weight with cohesive powders that do 

not flow easily). 

Furthermore, it is known that the powders produced by spray drying and sieved show a better 

behavior during the filling than those grounded and micronized [115].  

The filling speed of the capsules has a moderate impact on the final weight of the capsules. 

Typically, higher speeds mean higher fill weights, resulting in higher powder compaction. One 

possible explanation is that when using a lower filling rate, more powder is more likely to be 

lost during the compacted powder transfer step to the capsule body than at a higher filling rate. 

Furthermore, the inhomogeneity of the powder bed is a critical factor since any compaction or 

trapped air can cause a variability of the final weight. In any case, powder bed uniformity, fill 

weight and weight variability strongly depend on powder characteristics and instrument 

settings [103].  

In general, it is possible to state that content uniformity varies less with high content, while 

with low dose filling, flow and the friction characteristics will be decisive. In this case the 

dosator is also important, since it allows to dispense a decidedly smaller quantity with the only 

decrease in diameter.  

Giving these premises, it appears reasonable to consider the capsule filling process as a critical 

step for the efficacy of the DPIs formulation and there are no systematic studies yet available, 

meaning that  the equipment plays quite a dominant role in filling process [102]. 
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2 Aim 

The aim of this part of the thesis project was to evaluate the effect of different types of capsules 

on the in vitro aerosolization performance of DPIs in relation to the type of carrier used. The 

research work was organized in three phases. 

In preliminary phase, the process of capsule filling through a semi-automatic bench top capsule 

filling apparatus was set. Thereafter, the filling was studied using two different types of carrier 

(lactose and mannitol) to evaluate the effect of the different carrier characteristics on different 

types of capsules. Lactose and mannitol were used in two different particle distributions: 90-

125 µm and <10 µm. Particles between 90 and 125 µm were obtained by sieving while particles 

less than 10 µm were prepared by air jet milling. Formulation parameters were investigated via 

a full factorial design in order to achieve a better knowledge of their effect on the response of 

interest. The filling process was evaluated taking as CQAs the coefficient of variation on the 

final weight of the capsule, as well as the Emitted Fraction and the Fine Particle Fraction 

obtained upon aerosolization. These last parameters were obtained from an in vitro 

aerosolization assessment using a Fast Screening Impactor (FSI). 

The parameters obtained from the first DoE were used for the second phase in which two 

different model drugs, one lipophilic (beclomethasone dipropionate) and one hydrophilic 

(salmeterol xinafoate) were used to further investigate and identify possible interactions with 

the carrier and the capsule.  

The aerosolization performance was carried out via FSI to assess if different types of capsules 

had any significant effect on aerosolization performance. 

In the third phase the effect of mannitol polymorphism on the filling process of different hard 

capsules for inhalation on the aerosolization performance was investigated.  

The capsules were initially filled with two different commercially available carriers, lactose 

and β mannitol. Then the filling of the capsules was studied with the three polymorphs of 
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mannitol (α, β and δ) crystallized as described in Chapter 1, at different size distribution and 

force applied in the dosing tube during the compaction phase. 
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3 Material and methods 

3.1  Material 

Pearlitol® 100SD and Pearlitol® 160C were obtained from Roquette, France. Salmeterol 

xinafoate (SAL) was supplied from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany) and beclomethasone 

dipropionate (BDP) was obtained from Chiesi Farmaceutici (Italy). Lacto-Sphere® MM50 and 

MM3 (sieved and micronized α-lactose monohydrate, dV50 = 53.1 µm, dV50 = 2.5 µm, 

respectively) was provided by Micro-Sphere SA (Switzerland). Lactose Lactohale 100 

(LH100) was obtained from DFE Pharma, Italy. The capsules for DPIs were supplied from 

Capsugel Lonza Pharma & Biotech, Switzerland (Conisnap white, Vcaps plus, Conisnap 

transparent, Gelatin- PEG 2.5% DPI, Vcaps DPI, Vcaps plus DPI). 

 

3.2  Methods 

3.2.1 Full factorial design of experiment 

All parameters used for the DoE were standard coded, i.e. the value of each variable was 

transformed into a value ranging from -1 to 1. This step was necessary to scale all variables to 

the same range in order to neutralize the effects stemming from the different size of the 

parameters relevant to each variable, thus avoiding erroneous interpretation of their effect.  

3.2.1.1  Design of experiment for capsule filling  

A full factorial experimental design was used in order to investigate the effect of the different 

type of capsules, of two different carriers and of the relevant  particle size distribution, using 

the design of experiment obtained by R-based Chemometric Agile Tool (CAT) software [116]. 

Each variable was considered at different levels (Table 2.1): 
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Table 2.1. Variables and relevant levels adopted in the design of experiment for capsule 

filling with lactose and mannitol. 

Selected variables Number of 

levels 
Levels 

Type of capsules 6 Conisnap white, Vcaps Plus, Conisnap, DPI PEG 

2.5%, DPI Vcaps, DPI Vcaps Plus 

Filling material 2 Lactose (1) and Mannitol (-1) 

Particle size distribution (PSD) (µm) 2 90-125 (1) and <10 (-1) 
Dosage (mg) 3 10 (-1), 20 (0) and 30 (1)  

 

The capsules tested presented different composition in terms of materials and water content as 

reported in Table 2.1.1 where the relevant coding adopted for each capsule type in the DoE is 

also presented. 

 

Table 2.1.1. Composition and water content of capsules as well as the relevant scaling. 
 

Material Water content 
(%) 

Coding for DoE 

Conisnap® white Gelatin 15.1 0.9852 
Vcaps® Plus HPMC 3.5 -0.7333 
Conisnap® Gelatin 14.9 0.9556 

DPI PEG 2.5% Gelatin (97.5%) + PEG (2.5%) 15.2 1 

DPI Vcaps® HPMC 3.1 -0.7926 

DPI Vcaps® Plus HPMC 1.7 -1 

 

Each type of capsules was classified using the water content as reported in the relevant 

certificate of analysis provided by the producer.  

Then all variables were placed into the matrix of design of experiment, which consist of 72 

experiments (Table 2.1.2); each run was performed in triplicates.  
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Table 2.1.2. Matrix of the design of experiments for capsule filling with lactose and mannitol. 

Experiment 
number 

Capsule Type Filling material PSD (µm) Dosage (mg) 

1 0.9852 1 -1 -1 
2 -0.7333 1 -1 -1 
3 0.9556 1 -1 -1 
4 1 1 -1 -1 
5 -0.7926 1 -1 -1 
6 -1 1 -1 -1 
7 0.9852 -1 -1 -1 
8 -0.7333 -1 -1 -1 
9 0.9556 -1 -1 -1 
10 1 -1 -1 -1 
11 -0.7926 -1 -1 -1 
12 -1 -1 -1 -1 
13 0.9852 1 1 -1 
14 -0.7333 1 1 -1 
15 0.9556 1 1 -1 
16 1 1 1 -1 
17 -0.7926 1 1 -1 
18 -1 1 1 -1 
19 0.9852 -1 1 -1 
20 -0.7333 -1 1 -1 
21 0.9556 -1 1 -1 
22 1 -1 1 -1 
23 -0.7926 -1 1 -1 
24 -1 -1 1 -1 
25 0.9852 1 -1 0 
26 -0.7333 1 -1 0 
27 0.9556 1 -1 0 
28 1 1 -1 0 
29 -0.7926 1 -1 0 
30 -1 1 -1 0 
31 0.9852 -1 -1 0 
32 -0.7333 -1 -1 0 
33 0.9556 -1 -1 0 
34 1 -1 -1 0 
35 -0.7926 -1 -1 0 
36 -1 -1 -1 0 
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37 0.9852 1 1 0 
38 -0.7333 1 1 0 
39 0.9556 1 1 0 
40 1 1 1 0 
41 -0.7926 1 1 0 
42 -1 1 1 0 
43 0.9852 -1 1 0 
44 -0.7333 -1 1 0 
45 0.9556 -1 1 0 
46 1 -1 1 0 
47 -0.7926 -1 1 0 
48 -1 -1 1 0 
49 0.9852 1 -1 1 
50 -0.7333 1 -1 1 
51 0.9556 1 -1 1 
52 1 1 -1 1 
53 -0.7926 1 -1 1 
54 -1 1 -1 1 
55 0.9852 -1 -1 1 
56 -0.7333 -1 -1 1 
57 0.9556 -1 -1 1 
58 1 -1 -1 1 
59 -0.7926 -1 -1 1 
60 -1 -1 -1 1 
61 0.9852 1 1 1 
62 -0.7333 1 1 1 
63 0.9556 1 1 1 
64 1 1 1 1 
65 -0.7926 1 1 1 
66 -1 1 1 1 
67 0.9852 -1 1 1 
68 -0.7333 -1 1 1 
69 0.9556 -1 1 1 
70 1 -1 1 1 
71 -0.7926 -1 1 1 
72 -1 -1 1 1 
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3.2.1.2  Design of experiment for drug respirability test 

A further, similar full factorial DoE was used in order to optimize the different type of capsules 

filling with two different carriers of the two different model drugs (Table 2.2 and Table 2.2.1.). 

 

Table 2.2. Variables and relevant levels adopted in the design of experiment for capsule 

filling with lactose and mannitol and two model drugs. 

Selected variables Number 

of levels 
Levels  

Type of capsules  6 Conisnap white, Vcaps Plus, Conisnap, DPI PEG 

2.5%, DPI Vcaps, DPI Vcaps Plus* 

Filling material 2 Lactose LH100 (1) and  
Mannitol 100SD (-1) 

API 2 Salmeterol xinafoate (1) and Beclomethasone 

dipropionate (-1) 
Dosage of API (mg) 2 Low dose (-1) and High dose (1) 

* See Table 2.1.1. for the coding of the levels relevant to capsule type. 

Table 2.2.1. Composition of design matrix for drug respirability test. 

Experiment 
number 

Capsule type API Filling 
material 

Dosage of API 

1 0.9852 1 1 -1 
2 -0.7333 1 1 -1 
3 0.9556 1 1 -1 
4 1 1 1 -1 
5 -0.7926 1 1 -1 
6 -1 1 1 -1 
7 0.9852 1 1 1 
8 -0.7333 1 1 1 
9 0.9556 1 1 1 

10 1 1 1 1 
11 -0.7926 1 1 1 
12 -1 1 1 1 
13 0.9852 1 -1 -1 
14 -0.7333 1 -1 -1 
15 0.9556 1 -1 -1 
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16 1 1 -1 -1 
17 -0.7926 1 -1 -1 
18 -1 1 -1 -1 
19 0.9852 1 -1 1 
20 -0.7333 1 -1 1 
21 0.9556 1 -1 1 
22 1 1 -1 1 
23 -0.7926 1 -1 1 
24 -1 1 -1 1 
25 0.9852 -1 1 -1 
26 -0.7333 -1 1 -1 
27 0.9556 -1 1 -1 
28 1 -1 1 -1 
29 -0.7926 -1 1 -1 
30 -1 -1 1 -1 
31 0.9852 -1 1 1 
32 -0.7333 -1 1 1 
33 0.9556 -1 1 1 
34 1 -1 1 1 
35 -0.7926 -1 1 1 
36 -1 -1 1 1 
37 0.9852 -1 -1 -1 
38 -0.7333 -1 -1 -1 
39 0.9556 -1 -1 -1 
40 1 -1 -1 -1 
41 -0.7926 -1 -1 -1 
42 -1 -1 -1 -1 
43 0.9852 -1 -1 1 
44 -0.7333 -1 -1 1 
45 0.9556 -1 -1 1 
46 1 -1 -1 1 
47 -0.7926 -1 -1 1 
48 -1 -1 -1 1 

 

3.2.2 Air jet milling 

Micronized particles were obtained by jet milling (JM) using a Labo Mill (FPS, Italy) spiral jet 

mill. Compressed air injection and grinding pressures of 6.5 bar and 5.5 bar were used 
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respectively and a maximum of 20 minutes of operation was necessary to achieve the desired 

size reduction at a fixed feed rate of 1g/min. 

 

3.2.3 Minima® capsule filling machine 

Minima® (IMA Bologna) is a semi-automatic bench top capsule filling machine designed for 

capsules intending both inhalation and oral use. 

The main parts of the machine are reported in Figure 2.3: 

1- dosage valve 

2- regulator of the dosage value (mm) 

3- regulator of the final height of the piston 

4- value of the final height of the piston (mm) 

5- locking piston for dosator  

6- dosator (with different diameters) 

7- insertion/expulsion devices 

 

Figure 2.2. Minima® bench top capsule filling equipment. 
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The capsule is inserted in a special housing that can be adapted to the size of the selected 

capsule. Before filling, the head and the body of the capsule are separated. After filling, they 

are assembled thanks to a small side knob that allows to push the body towards the head, 

establishing the definitive closure. 

At the bottom of the equipment the powder bed container is located. The powder bed is 

manually filled with a certain quantity of powder, chosen according to the type of filling: in 

fact, the height of the powder bed affects the dosage. The powder bed is also mounted on a 

rotating disc divided into four sections, which allows the container to be rotated at 90° after the 

powder withdrawal by the dosator; in this way, the piston does not pick up the powder in the 

same position, avoiding a decrease in the amount of powder used to fill the capsule. 

The path of the piston towards the powder bed can be decreased or increased placing metal 

discs of different thickness below the underlying part of the container in order to reduce the 

distance between the piston and the bottom of the container and, consequently, increase the 

compactness of the powder sampled by the dosator. 

 

3.2.4 Preparation of adhesive mixtures 

Mannitol and lactose were sieved to obtain a particle size distribution in the range of 90-125 

µm. Both carriers were mixed with two different drugs at two different dosage: salmeterol 

xinafoate up to 0.1% and 0.5% on the final weight; beclometasone dipropionate up to 1% and 

5% of the final weight. Therefore 10 grams of each mixture were prepared using the geometric 

dilution method. Each sample was mixed in Turbula® (WAB, Basel Switzerland) for 1 hour at 

40 rpm. 

 

3.2.5 In-vitro aerodynamic assessment 

The in vitro aerosolization performance of lactose and mannitol powders was investigated 
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using a Fast Screening Impactor (FSI, MSP Corporation, UK). This impactor divides the 

particles delivered by the inhaler into two stages: CFC, Coarse Fraction Collector, which 

captures coarse particles having aerodynamic greater than 5µm, and FFC, Fine Fraction 

Collector, where particles with an aerodynamic diameter lower than 5 µm are collected. 10 mL 

of washing solution were added before analysis at the CFC level, to simulate the humidity of 

the respiratory tract. 

A single dose inhalation device with intermediate resistance, RS01® was used to perform the 

aerosolization test. Through a pump the air flow was set at 60L/min for 4.0 seconds in order to 

generate a pressure drop of 4 kPa for 4 L of air volume. (Erweka VP1000 GMBH pump, 

Germany; TPK flow regulator Copley, Copley Scientific Limited, UK). 

At the end of the process, the drug deposited at the various levels was collected using different 

washing solutions: methanol/water (50/50 v/v) for salmeterol xinafoate; water/acetonitrile 

(60/40 v/v) for beclomethasone dipropionate and different washing volumes: 

- Capsule and device: 25 mL; 

- Induction Port (IP): 5 mL; 

- CFC: 20 mL; 

- FFC:10 mL. 

The drug solutions obtained by washing the capsules and filter were placed in an ultrasonic 

bath for 5 minutes and subsequently filtered using a regenerated cellulose membrane. 

 

 

3.2.6 High performance liquid chromatography  

The samples collected from the aerodynamic studies were loaded into vials and analyzed by 

HPLC, performed using an Agilent 1200 LC Series (Agilent Technologies, USA), driven by 

ChemStation software v. A.04.02.  
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Salmeterol xinafoate: The mobile phase was prepared using 6 g of CH3COONH4 in 1 L of 

ultrapure waters filtered with 0.45 µm cellulose acetate filter. A Supelcosil ™ C18 column (25 

cm x 4.6 mm, 5µm) at 25° C was used with a 0.8 mL/min flow, an injection volume of 20 µL, 

8 minutes running time and a 250 nm wavelength. The analytical method was validated in 

terms of response linearity (AUC vs concentration) in the concentration range 4 - 42 µg/mL 

(LOQ = 0.065 µg/mL; LOD = 0.020 µg/mL). 

Beclomethasone dipropionate: an Atlantis® dC18 column (15 cm x 3.9 mm, 3 µm) was used 

for the analysis with a mobile phase of acetonitrile: water (70:30 v/v). The flow was set at 0.8 

mL/min, the chromatographic run time at 6 minutes and the detector wavelength at 258 nm. 

The column was thermostated at 40 °C and the volume injected for each sample set at 50 µL. 

The analytical method was validated in terms of response linearity (AUC vs concentration) in 

the concentration range 6-83 µg/mL (LOQ = 0.062 µg/mL; LOD = 0.019 µg/mL). 

The collected data were processed with Excel to calculate ED (Emitted dose), EF% (Emitted 

Fraction), FPD (Fine Particle Dose) and FPF% (Fine Particle Fraction) in order to assess the 

aerodynamics parameters of the powder and the aerosolization performance of drug-carrier 

mixtures. 

 

3.2.7 True density measurement by helium pycnometer 

An automatic helium pycnometer (AccuPyc II 1340, Micromeritics, USA) was used to 

calculate the true density of the powder. Analysis was performed for all three mannitol 

polymorphs. The samples were placed in a 1 cm3 standard chamber were carried out on 

different powder samples. Helium was used as an inert gas displacing medium. The samples 

were sealed in the instrument compartment of known volume and weight, the appropriate 

pressure of inert gas allowed, and then expanded into another internal volume. The pressure 

before and after the expansion was measured and used to calculate the sample volume. 
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Dividing this volume by the weight of the samples (1.3-1.5 g) gives the density. Measurements 

were carried out in triplicate. 

 

3.2.8 Compactability  

3.2.8.1  Heckel Equation 

The Heckel equation is one of the most useful mathematical tools to describe the compaction 

properties of pharmaceutical powders. Important material properties like tensile strength and 

porosity) of the powders can be derived via the Heckel analysis. Two types of Heckel analyses 

are commonly used. One is the so called "out-of-die" or "zero-pressure" method which consists 

in collecting data after the expulsion of the compacted powder, the other is the "in-die" or "at-

pressure" method which it is used during compaction. Since particles undergo elastic 

deformation under pressure, which tends to lower the porosity of the powder bed, the "out-of-

die" method describes the consolidation and compaction of the powders more accurately than 

the "in-die" method. However, Heckel's "in-die" analysis is the most widely used due to the 

rapid and easy data collection [117]. 

The analysis was performed by compacting mannitol powders using the Styl'One Evolution 

compression simulator (Medel'Pharm, France) equipped with 6.5 mm round shaped punches. 

The equipment, which has a single station for die and punches, is conceived to simulate rotary 

tablet presses using Advanced ANALIS® software. The movement of the upper and lower 

punches is electronically controlled, and the force exerted by the punches on the powder bed 

is measured by sensors. Compacts were obtained at an average compressive force value of 0.5 

kN. The powder true density value, obtained by pycnometric measurements, was used in the 

Heckel equation (Eq. 2.1, 2.2). According to this equation a linear relationship exists between 

the compression pressure and the natural logarithm of the reciprocal of the powder bed porosity 

[117]: 
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𝐼𝑛 / 0
(02r)

4 = 𝑘𝑃 + 𝑎     (2.1) 

where r is the relative density of the material and therefore 1-r represents the porosity, P is the 

applied compression pressure, and a and k are constants of densification specific to the powder 

due to the initial arrangement of the particles under compression.  

In a typical Heckel profile, obtained by plotting ln [1 / (1-r)] as a function of P, it is possible 

to distinguish three regions, namely a nonlinear initial part (Region I), followed by a linear 

(Region II), and finally a non-linear region (Region III) (Fig. 1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3. Schematic illustration of the three different regions characterizing the Heckel 

profile. Reproduced with permission from [118]. 

 

𝑃9 =
0
:
= 3𝜎=            (2.2) 
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From the linear region (Region II), the inverse of the slope (parameter k) is calculated [119] as 

in equation 2.2. This is referred as the Heckel parameter or the yield pressure, Py, and it is 

commonly used as an indication of the plasticity or hardness of the particles constituting the 

powder bed. This assumption originated from an empirical relationship between the parameter 

k and the yield strength (σ0). 

Obviously since the Heckel relationship applies a range of pressures causing irreversible 

deformation of the powder bed, which would not be the case in capsule filling, in the present 

work, this approach was used only to estimate the compaction behavior of the tested powders 

but exploring only the very initial part of the Heckel curve.  

 

3.2.8.2  Bulk and tapped density of powder 

The bulk and tapped densities were determined in triplicate and average value was calculated 

according to Ph. Eur. 10th Ed. (2.9.34. Bulk density and tapped density of powders) using a tap 

density tester (Erweka, Germany).  

Carr Index (or Compressibility Index, CI%) values were calculated to express the flowability 

of the microparticles as: 

𝐶𝐼(%) = 100(ρ tapped -ρ bulk
ρ tapped

)     (2.3) 

A similar index was defined also with the Hausner Ratio (HR): 

𝐻𝑅 = ρ tapped 
ρ bulk

           (2.4) 

where ρtapped is the tapped density of the powder and ρbulk is the freely settled bulk density 

of the powder. These parameters were determined on 20 g of powder in a 25 mL cylinder and 

were interpreted as in Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3. Carr’s index and Hausner Ratio as an indication of powder flow (according to Ph. 

Eur. 10th Ed.). 

Carr’s index (%) Type of flow Hausner Ratio 

5-15 Excellent 1.00-1.18 

12-16 Good 1.19-1.25 

18-21 Fair to passable 1.26-1.34 

23-35 Poor 1.35-1.45 

33-38 Very poor 1.46-1.59 

>40 Extremely poor >1.60 

 

3.2.8.3 Angle of repose 

The flowability of the powders was also determined by measuring the static angle of repose. 

15 g of powder were introduced into a 10 mL graduated cylinder, transferred to a funnel with 

a diameter of 1 mm, placed at a height of 4 cm from the bench surface. The distance between 

the neck of the funnel and the tip of the cone was kept at 4 cm. The powder was dropped onto 

the surface to form a cone whose height and diameter of the base were measured to calculate 

the tangent of the angle of repose according to equation 2.5.  

tan α= 
C
D
    (Eq. 2.5) 

h = height of the cone formed by the powder, 

r = radius of the base circumference of the cone formed by the powder. 

The angle of repose a was then calculated by computing the inverse trigonometric function 

arctangent of the value obtained from equation 2.5. 

The correspondence between angle of repose and powder flow properties as for Ph. Eur. Is 

reported in table 2.4. 
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Table 2.4. Angle of repose as an indication of powder flow (according to Ph. Eur. 10th Ed.). 

Type of flow Angle of repose (degree) 

Excellent 25-30 

Good 31-35 

Fair to passable 36-40 

Passable 41-45 

Poor 46-55 

Very poor 56-65 

Extremely poor >66 
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4 Results and discussion 

4.1  Capsule filling parameters 

4.1.1 Powder characterization 

To set up the capsule filling method, mixtures with fine and coarse lactose particles were 

prepared with sieved lactose MM50 as carrier of Lacto-Sphere® MM3(Dv50 = 2.5µm) as 

micronized particles mimic the active ingredient at three different concentration. The lactose 

MM50 was previously sieved through a 38 µm mesh sieve in order to eliminate the fine 

fraction. The sieving was carried out twice: the fine part of the first sieving was eliminated and 

the remaining fraction having size ³ 38 µm was subjected to a second sieving. Each cycle lasted 

60 minutes. To verify that the fine fraction had been correctly eliminated, the powders obtained 

were subjected to laser diffractometry according to the method described in Chapter 1 (3.2.2.2. 

Particle size distribution). Lactose mixtures were then prepared by adding Lacto-Sphere® MM3 

at 2%, 5% and 10% w/w, respectively, to sieved lactose MM50. The previous sieving of the 

carrier resulted in an accurate control of the dose of fines in the mixture. 

The "sandwich" method (Chapter 1, 3.2.3. Preparation of adhesive mixtures) was used to 

prepare 15 g of each mixture by mixing in Turbula® for 40 minutes. 

For each mixture (fine content 2%, 5%, 10% w/w) the flow properties were determined in order 

to describe the behavior of the powder on the basis of the quantity of fine fraction loaded. The 

obtained results are reported in Table 2.5. 
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Table 2.5. Angle of repose, Carr Index and Hausner ratio values of MM3-MM50 mixtures. 

Mean values ± standard deviation. 

MM3 content (%w/w) Angle of repose [°] Carr’s Index [%] Hausner Ratio 

2 58.9 ± 2.7 34.6 ± 1.6 1.5 ± 0.1 

5 57.0 ± 3.6 34.7 ± 1.7  1.5 ± 0.0 

10 52.1 ± 0.9  32.0 ± 0.8 1.5 ± 0.0 

 

According to European Pharmacopeia, if the angle of repose is greater than 50°, the flow 

capacity of the powder is not acceptable, therefore those three mixtures showed poor 

flowability. The angle of repose is also influenced by the operating conditions; therefore, it is 

not a reliable method for determining the smoothness of a powder. Free-flowing powders will 

have both density values very close to each other; poor flowing powders, on the other hand, 

will be characterized by lower apparent density values and a greater difference between the 

two densities, because of the greater interactions between particles. These differences are 

reflected in the Carr’s index and in the Hausner ratio, that also indicate the flowability of the 

powders (Tab. 2.3). 

 

4.1.2 Filling method 

The capsule filling method was firstly standardized by verifying the suitability of the method’s 

parameters suggested by the producer of Minima® (hereinafter referred to as IMA method) for 

microdosing intended for DPI capsules. To this end, 15 capsules (with an average weight of 15 

mg) were filled with the suggested method that assumed the following parameters: 

- Diameter of dosator: 2.5 mm; 

- Regulator of the dosage value: 5 mm;   

- Final height of the piston: 25 mm. 

The content of the obtained capsules was aerosolized in the FSI with the RS01® device to 
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evaluate the EF% and FPF% by determining the difference of the mass between each capsules, 

devices and filters before and after the actuation of DPI. 

The obtained results, reported in Figure 2.3 indicate the lack of relationship between fine 

powder dose in the mixture and emitted dose (Figure 2.4a), as it would have been expected. 

For the FPF no relation with the dose of fines was evidenced too (Figure 2.4b). In this latter 

case, a positive, negative or neutral relationship (no variation) was expected, whereas the 

higher FPF was obtained, as for EF, with the powder containing the intermediate dose of fines.  

Thus, the method was modified as follow and coded as UNIPR method: 

- Diameter of dosator: 2.5 mm; 

- Regulator of the dosage value: 25 mm;   

- The final height of the piston: 3 mm. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Emitted Fraction, EF % Panel a) and Fine Particle Fraction, FFP % (panel b) 

obtained by aerosolization with RS01 device of lactose binary mixtures containing 2%, 5%, 

10% by weight lactose fine prepared by filling the capsule with IMA and UNIPR methods. 
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The new set-up afforded a linear relationship between the fine fraction and the emitted fraction. 

Furthermore, Fig. 2.4b shows constant FPF%, meaning that the amount of respirable particles 

was proportional to the emitted dose, and in turn to the loaded dose. EF% calculated for the 

UNIPR and IMA methods was not significantly different for the 2% mixture and the 5% 

mixture (value of p, evaluated by T test 0.49 and 0.65 respectively). The 10% mixture showed 

significantly different results (p value = 0.002) between the two methods. As for FPF% not 

statistically different values were obtained (p=0.34, p=0.80 and p= 0.66 for the 2%, 5% and 10 

% fine in the mixture respectively). 

According to these results, UNIPR method was therefore selected for the subsequent filling 

studies. 

 

4.2  Design of Experiment 

4.2.1 Particle size distribution analysis 

The aim was to investigate the effects of type and properties of formulation components on the 

aerosolization performance. The size distribution of the micronized lactose (obtained from 

LH100®) and mannitol (obtained from 100SD®) particles was determined by laser light 

diffraction. The results obtained are summarized in Table 2.6 in comparison with the original 

particle size distribution of the parent material. 
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Table 2.6. Particle size distribution of mannitol 100SD and lactose LH100 powders before 

and after jet milling. 

 

The micronization of lactose and mannitol led to powders with similar particle size distribution. 

 As previously stated, in order to eliminate the effect of the size in the comparison between 

lactose LH100 and mannitol 100SD, these two carriers were sieved in order to obtain similar 

particle size distribution in the interval of interest between 90-125 µm. 

Lactose and mannitol were selected in order to investigate the effect of their sensitivity to 

humidity on different types of capsules with different water contents. The type and properties 

of formulation components were investigated using design of experiment to study the effect of 

capsule water content on the aerosolization performance using the RS01® device. The results 

obtained are shown in Table 2.7.  

 

Table 2.7. Values of response variables (RSD of the weight of the capsules ED, EF, FPD and 

FPF) obtained from an in vitro aerosolization study using FSI. For capsule code see Table 

2.1.1. 

Run 

order 
Capsule 

type 

Filling 

material 

PSD 

(µm) 

Dosage  

(mg) 

RSD 

(%) 

EF 

(%) 

ED 

(mg) 

FPD 

(mg) 

FPF 

(%) 

70 Conisnap 

white  

Lactose <10 10 2.7 92.93 9.1 1.5 16.57 

71 Vcaps 

Plus 

Lactose <10 10 4.1 87.3 10.07 1.8 17.84 

10 Conisnap Lactose <10 10 9.57 88.72 9.3 1.43 15.47 

Powder Dv10(µm) Dv50(µm) Dv90(µm) Span 

Mannitol 100SD 55.70 112.09 189.08 2.126 

Mannitol_jet milled 2.02 5.91 13.19 1.284 

Lactose LH100 63.95 117.90 197.01 2.137 

Lactose_jet milled 2.64 6.75 12.68 1.342 
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12 DPI PEG 

2.5% 
Lactose <10 10 6.07 88.26 9.53 1.23 12.88 

59 DPI 

Vcaps 

Lactose <10 10 3.53 91.13 9.77 1.63 16.78 

1 DPI 

Vcaps 

Plus 

Lactose <10 10 4.36 89.74 9.73 1.47 15.03 

34 Conisnap 

white 

Mannitol <10 10 1.46 87.91 9.2 1.77 19.35 

67 Vcaps 

Plus 

Mannitol <10 10 4.77 88 9.1 1.83 20.1 

45 Conisnap Mannitol <10 10 4.4 94.76 10.17 1.87 18.4 

48 DPI PEG 

2.5% 
Mannitol <10 10 1.41 90.25 9.8 1.5 15.45 

23 DPI 

Vcaps 

Mannitol <10 10 3.02 93.74 9.97 1.63 16.41 

39 DPI 

Vcaps 

Plus 

Mannitol <10 10 1.07 95.04 10.23 1.97 19.3 

4 Conisnap 

white 

Lactose <10 20 5.48 84.5 17.53 2.53 14.44 

8 Vcaps 

Plus 

Lactose <10 20 2.74 89.39 18 2.4 13.37 

57 Conisnap Lactose <10 20 4.74 84.98 17.7 2.63 14.91 

2 DPI PEG 

2.5% 
Lactose <10 20 0.54 87.99 18.8 2.97 15.78 

63 DPI 

Vcaps 

Lactose <10 20 2.17 87.8 18.2 2.27 12.47 

21 DPI 

Vcaps 

Plus 

Lactose <10 20 3.75 88.91 18.1 2.7 14.9 

11 Conisnap 

white 

Mannitol <10 20 6.4 88.96 18.07 2.57 14.29 

17 Vcaps 

Plus 

Mannitol <10 20 2.61 94.81 19.23 3.03 15.77 

7 Conisnap Mannitol <10 20 5.77 89.8 17.97 2.87 15.96 
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60 DPI PEG 

2.5% 
Mannitol <10 20 3.72 93.62 19.03 3.27 17.23 

26 DPI 

Vcaps 

Mannitol <10 20 2.57 91.94 18.37 2.4 3.08 

41 DPI 

Vcaps 

Plus 

Mannitol <10 20 3.31 95.2 19.9 2.7 13.61 

37 Conisnap 

white 

Lactose <10 30 2 93.27 30.13 3.93 13.07 

44 Vcaps 

Plus 

Lactose <10 30 5.47 92.41 27.8 3.7 13.31 

58 Conisnap Lactose <10 30 4.12 92.16 27.97 3.73 13.35 

20 DPI PEG 

2.5% 
Lactose <10 30 5.2 91.64 25.67 3.2 12.47 

35 DPI 

Vcaps 

Lactose <10 30 3.82 90.19 28.37 3.8 13.4 

13 DPI 

Vcaps 

Plus 

Lactose <10 30 4.98 91.3 28.43 3.57 12.57 

56 Conisnap 

white 

Mannitol <10 30 1.57 92.12 28.87 4.1 14.18 

18 Vcaps 

Plus 

Mannitol <10 30 5.96 94.46 27.77 4.77 17.3 

43 Conisnap Mannitol <10 30 3.86 97.06 26.17 4.23 16.14 

62 DPI PEG 

2.5% 
Mannitol <10 30 4.84 91.38 27.23 3.47 12.75 

14 DPI 

Vcaps 

Mannitol <10 30 7.42 94.62 28.9 3.47 15.58 

22 DPI 

Vcaps 

Plus 

Mannitol <10 30 5.71 93.77 26.47 2.63 9.74 

19 DPI 

Vcaps 

Plus 

Lactose 90-125 10 1.45 97.77 10.33 0.07 0.64 

33 Conisnap Lactose 90-125 10 3.84 97.17 10.23 0 0 
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38 Vcaps 

Plus 

Lactose 90-125 10 0.95 94.91 9.97 0.1 0.98 

40 Conisnap 

white 

Lactose 90-125 10 2.71 95.08 10.13 0.13 1.32 

64 DPI 

Vcaps 

Lactose 90-125 10 2.03 99.34 10.2 0 0 

69  DPI PEG 

2.5% 
Lactose 90-125 10 0.54 97.5 10.37 0.1 0.96 

29  DPI PEG 

2.5% 
Mannitol 90-125 10 2.5 98.41 10.43 0.37 3.44 

46 DPI 

Vcaps 

Mannitol 90-125 10 1.13 96.08 9.83 0.18 1.78 

47 Vcaps 

Plus 

Mannitol 90-125 10 5 97.79 10.17 0.47 4.55 

54 DPI 

Vcaps 

Plus 

Mannitol 90-125 10 3.47 97.43 10.13 0.37 3.68 

55 Conisnap 

white 

Mannitol 90-125 10 1.52 99 9.97 0.27 2.69 

65 Conisnap Mannitol 90-125 10 5.21 94.49 10 0.23 2.24 

3 DPI 

Vcaps 

Plus 

Lactose 90-125 20 0.77 100 19.87 0.07 0.34 

9  DPI PEG 

2.5% 
Lactose 90-125 20 1.51 98.2 19.87 0.17 0.84 

24 Conisnap Lactose 90-125 20 1.52 98.32 19.47 0.17 0.85 

50 DPI 

Vcaps 
Lactose 90-125 20 1.81 99.5 19.8 0.1 0.5 

66 Conisnap 

white 

Lactose 90-125 20 0.57 99.18 20.1 0.2 0.99 

68 Vcaps 

Plus 

Lactose 90-125 20 1.32 97.34 19.57 0.03 0.18 

28 DPI 

Vcaps 

Mannitol 90-125 20 1.99 97.78 20.5 0.5 2.42 

30 Vcaps 

Plus 

Mannitol 90-125 20 2.81 100 20.27 0.4 1.98 
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31 Conisnap Mannitol 90-125 20 1.02 100 20.47 0.73 3.53 

32  DPI PEG 

2.5% 
Mannitol 90-125 20 1.99 99.66 20.2 0.83 4.18 

49 DPI 

Vcaps 

Plus 

Mannitol 90-125 20 0.47 98.54 20.37 0.57 2.8 

52 Conisnap 

white 

Mannitol 90-125 20 0.44 100 20.9 0.43 2.07 

6 DPI 

Vcaps 

Lactose 90-125 30 0.19 99.35 30.73 0.17 0.54 

16  DPI PEG 

2.5% 
Lactose 90-125 30 2.46 99.23 30.3 0.1 0.34 

25 Conisnap Lactose 90-125 30 0.7 99.89 29.63 0.3 1.01 

36 Conisnap 

white 

Lactose 90-125 30 1.42 99.12 30.33 0.17 0.55 

42 Vcaps 

Plus 

Lactose 90-125 30 1.9 99.14 30.57 0.13 0.44 

51 DPI 

Vcaps 

Plus 

Lactose 90-125 30 0.92 99.68 31.13 0.17 0.53 

5 Vcaps 

Plus 

Mannitol 90-125 30 1.45 98.77 29.73 0.87 2.94 

15  DPI PEG 

2.5% 
Mannitol 90-125 30 1.42 99.24 30.47 1.03 3.39 

27 Conisnap Mannitol 90-125 30 0.81 99.78 30.87 1.17 3.78 

53 Conisnap 

white 

Mannitol 90-125 30 0.82 98.58 30.3 0.47 1.54 

61 DPI 

Vcaps 

Plus 

Mannitol 90-125 30 2.5 99.44 28.8 0.83 2.82 

72 DPI 

Vcaps 

Mannitol 90-125 30 2.55 99.34 29.53 0.93 3.16 

 

By analyzing the data shown in table 2.7, it is possible to observe that the use of carriers with 

particle sizes less than 10 µm increased the FPF, while carriers with dimensions between 90-
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125 µm determined a greater EF but lower FPF. Furthermore, using this last particle size, a 

reduction in the coefficient of variation of the capsule weight was observed. 

An increase in filling improved the EF but determined a decrease in the FPF. From the analysis 

of the data shown in the table it is possible to deduce that, on average, the best performances 

were obtained by using mannitol as carrier.  This is further supported by the observation that 

in three experiments an EF value of 100% was noted using mannitol with dimensions in the 

90-125 range and filling of 20 mg. On the contrary, two capsules that use lactose as carrier, 

show minimal values in the FPF. 

The relative standard deviation (RSD %) of the weight of the filled capsules were calculated 

from the ratio between the standard deviation and the mean, obtained from the fillings carried 

out in triplicate. The obtained data were subsequently analyzed, by multi linear regression. The 

same statistical treatment was applied also to the aerosolization parameters. 

In detail, the statistical evaluation of the effect of the different variables on RDS% evidenced 

that only the particle size distribution had a significant effect on the capsule filling weight 

variability (Figure 2.5). Particles between 90-125 µm showed a lower value than particle 

smaller than 10 µm (p<0.001). The other variables examined did not lead to any significant 

effect. As for the second order terms, only the interaction between PSD and dosage afforded a 

significant effect although at the lower level (p=0.046). The interaction of third and fourth 

order were not considered on purpose in order to improve the potency of the model. 
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Figure 2.5. Effect of individual variables on the RSD (%). 

 

 

In the case of EF (%), the effect of the carrier, the particle size distribution and the dosage were 

highly significant whereas the effect of the type of capsule was not significant (p> 0.05) Figure 

2.6).  

When mannitol was used instead of lactose, an increase in EF% value is observed.  Moreover, 

an increase in the dosage resulted in a higher emitted fraction. Finally, the variable most 

affecting EF% was the PSD: EF increased with the PSD. 
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Figure 2.6. Effect of individual variables on the EF (%). 

 

Considering the two-way interactions, only in the case of the filling material and particle size 

a positive interaction could be evidenced on EF% (p= 0.003), as evidenced also by the slight 

curvature of the response surface presented in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7. Response surface of filling material and particle size distribution on the 

EF(%). 

 

The fine particle fraction (Figure 2.8) was also significantly affected by the filling material, the 

particle size distribution, and the dosage.  The use of mannitol determined an increase for 

FPF%. The reduction of the particle size as well as of the dosage led to higher respirability.  

Again, when the two-way interactions were considered, a significant effect was observed only 

for filling material and particle size. 
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Figure 2.8. Effect of individual variables on the FPF (%). 

 

In this respect, as it is shown in Figure 2.9, the higher fine particle fraction value was obtained 

with mannitol with smaller particle size distribution. Whereas the lower fine particles fraction 

was observed in the case of lactose with larger particle size distribution. 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Response surface on FPF% of filling material and particle size distribution. 
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These results are in agreement with the finding of Monckedieck and co-workers [120] who 

claimed that micronized mannitol particles had an important effect on the FPF, due to their 

different shape and surface roughness. 

 

4.3 Aerodynamic assessment with model drugs 

4.3.1 Adhesive mixture with beclomethasone dipropionate (BDP) 

A further Design of Experiment was carried out in order to assess the effect of several 

formulation parameters on the aerosolization performance in terms of emitted dose, fine 

particle dose and fine particle fraction.  

Adhesive mixtures containing 1% and 5% w/w BDP were prepared using lactose or mannitol 

with the same particle size distribution (90-125 µm). The blends were mixed with Turbula® 

using geometric dilution. In vitro respirability test was performed using one capsule for each 

loading dose of BDP. 

The analysis of the drug content was performed according to the procedure described in 

Chapter 1, paragraph 3.2.2.2. 

Table 2.8 summarizes the actual BDP content and loaded powder dose for the capsule samples 

prepared for the in vitro respirability test.  
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Table 2.8. Percentage composition of the BDP mixtures, drug content and actual loaded 

powder doses in capsules filled with 10 mg of powder. Mean values ± standard deviation, 

RSD% between parenthesis (n=3). 

 BDP 
(%) 

Carrier 
(%) 

Drug Content 
(%) 

Loaded powder 
dose (mg) 

BDP 1% – mannitol  1 99 0.77 ± 0.03 
(3.51) 

10.3 ± 0.3 
(3.17) 

BDP 5% – mannitol  5 95 5.00 ± 0.08 
(1.53) 

10.7 ± 0.2 
(1.47) 

BDP 1% – lactose  1 99 0.93 ± 0.01 
(0.78) 

10.9 ± 0.2 
(2.33) 

BDP 5% – lactose  5 95 5.12 ± 0.19 
(3.76) 

10.6 ± 0.1 
(1.31) 

 

Figure 2.10 shows the results of in vitro aerosolization of the mixture containing BDP 5%; data 

relevant to mixture with mannitol are depicted in Figure 2.10a, while those of the mixture with 

lactose are in Figure 2.10b.  

For mannitol mixtures there was not a significant variation between the capsule types for drug 

distribution at the various levels of the impactor. On the contrary, with lactose-based mixtures 

larger variation between the drug distribution was observed with the various capsule types. In 

particular, the gelatin-based capsules presented a greatest deposition of the drug in the CFC 

level and consequently lower drug amount in the FFC.  

In general, fine particle fraction of lactose-based mixture was lower than mannitol-based 

mixture regardless of the capsule type. 
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a)                                                                   b) 

                         

 

Figure 2.10. Distribution of BDP from BDP 5% - mannitol mixture (a) and BDP 5% - 

lactose mixture (b). Capsule and device (CPS + DEV), Induction Port (IP), Coarse Fraction 

Collector (CFC) and Fine Fraction Collector (FFC). The bars represent the standard 

deviation. 

 

The aerosolization parameters calculated from data reported in Figure 2.9 are summarized in 

Table 2.9 and Table 2.10 for mannitol and lactose-containing mixtures respectively.  

The fine particle fraction values were calculated both considering the emitted dose and the 

metered dose in order to put into evidence also any possible effect depending on the loaded 

dose. These data confirmed the better in vitro respirability of BDP carried by mannitol particles 

compared to lactose: FPF% in the case of mannitol-containing mixtures ranging from 43 and 

60 % depending upon capsule type, with higher values observed with HPMC capsules. In the 

case of lactose-containing mixture the BDP FPF% ranged from 18 and 38% with no clear 

dependence on the composition of the capsule (either gelatin or HPMC). 
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Table 2.9. Aerosolization parameters of BDP 5% mannitol mixtures. Mean ± standard 

deviation (n = 3). 

Capsule type Metered Dose 
(µg) 

ED (µg) EF (%) 
FPD (µg) <5 

µm 
FPF (%) 
<5 µm 

FPF (%) 
(Metered 

Dose) 
Conisnap® 

white 
500.0 ± 114.3 362.5 ± 14.6 74.1 ± 14.0 192.0 ± 9.4 53.1 ± 4.7 39.6 ± 10.9 

Vcaps® Plus 472.6 ± 56.4 371.3 ± 62.9 78.3 ± 4.0 224.1 ± 43.2 60.2 ± 1.4 47.2 ± 3.5 

Conisnap® 417.8 ± 34.9 391.9 ± 21.3 83.1 ± 1.6 183.9 ± 15.2 46.9 ± 1.3 39.0 ± 0.3 

DPI PEG 
2.5% 

502.1 ± 1.7 398.5 ± 9.0 79.4 ± 1.5 172.0 ± 2.0 43.2 ± 1.5 34.3 ± 0.5 

DPI Vcaps® 407.4 ± 30.5 339.2 ± 45.3 83.1 ± 4.9 150.1 ± 8.8 44.5 ± 3.4 37.0 ± 0.6 

DPI Vcaps® 
Plus 

468.2 ± 2.1 359.2 ± 5.0 76.7 ± 0.7 202.0 ± 19.2 56.3 ± 6.1 43.2 ± 4.3 

 

Table 2.10. Aerosolization parameters of BDP 5% lactose mixtures. Mean ± standard 

deviation (n = 3). 

Capsule type Metered 
Dose (µg) 

ED (µg) EF (%) 
FPD (µg) <5 

µm 
FPF (%) 
<5 µm 

FPF (%) 
(Metered 

Dose) 
Conisnap® 

white 
553.1 ± 71.3 479.1 ± 87.4 86.3 ± 4.7 171.5 ± 50.2 35.4± 4.0 30.7 ± 5.1 

Vcaps® Plus 578.6 ± 18.1 433.9 ± 15.1 75.0 ± 0.3 125.7 ± 6.2 29.0 ± 0.4 21.7 ± 0.4 

Conisnap® 539.2 ± 32.9 465.3 ± 24.1 86.3 ± 0.8 83.2 ± 0.9 17.9 ± 1.1 15.5 ± 1.11 

DPI PEG 
2.5% 

564.6 ± 4.5 327.1 ± 2.9 57.9 ± 1.0 61.8 ± 0.6 19.0 ± 0.4 10.9 ± 0.0 

DPI Vcaps® 594.6 ± 67.6 537.9 ± 74.3 90.4 ± 2.3 173.6 ± 27.2 32.2 ± 0.6 29.1 ± 1.3 

DPI Vcaps® 
Plus 452.0 ± 30.6 343.1 ± 18.7 76.1 ± 1.0 130.8 ± 19.7 38.0 ± 3.7 28.8 ± 2.4 

 

 

The aerosolization performance was assessed also for the low BDP dose mixtures. Figure 2.11 

reports the results of in vitro aerosolization of BDP 1% with lactose and mannitol.  
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Figure 2.11. Distribution of BDP from BDP 1 % - mannitol mixture (a) and BDP 5% - 

lactose mixture (b). Capsule and device (CPS + DEV), Induction Port (IP), Coarse Fraction 

Collector (CFC) and Fine Fraction Collector (FFC). The bars represent the standard 

deviation. 

 

The relevant parameters are shown in Table 2.11 and Table 2.12 for mannitol and lactose 

mixtures respectively.  

The data reported in Figure 2.11 indicate that the reduction of the dose, determined an increase 

in the difference between the amount deposited in the CFC relative to FFC. This was 

particularly evident in the case of lactose-containing mixture that presented very high CFC 

deposition irrespectively of the type of capsule. 

Again the better performance in terms of FPF was obtained with HPMC capsules both for 

mannitol and lactose mixture; overall, mannitol-containing-mixtures performed better than 

lactose-containing ones. 
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Table 2.11. Aerosolization parameters of BDP 1% mannitol mixtures. Mean ± standard 

deviation (n = 3). 

Capsule type Metered 
Dose (µg) 

ED (µg) EF (%) 
FPD (µg) 

<5 µm 
FPF (%) 

<5 µm 

FPF (%) 
(Metered 

Dose) 
Conisnap® 

white 
90.6 ± 1.7 79.2 ± 1.3 87.6 ± 0.2 24.1 ± 0.7 30.4 ± 1.4 26.7 ± 1.3 

Vcaps® Plus 95.7 ± 2.3 84.6 ± 0.9 88.4 ± 1.1 35.2 ± 0.6 41.6 ± 0.3 36.8 ± 0.2 

Conisnap® 101.3 ± 1.1 89.0 ± 0.3 87.8 ± 0.7 27.8 ± 2.8 31.3 ± 1.3 27.4 ± 2.7 

DPI PEG 
2.5% 108.3 ± 14.9 75.8 ± 6.1 71.4 ± 15.0 19.7 ± 4.4 25.0 ± 4.4 18.1 ± 7.0 

DPI Vcaps® 86.8 ± 6.7 66.3 ± 13.0 76.0 ± 9.1 24.3 ± 8.3 36.1 ± 5.4 27.6 ± 7.4 

DPI Vcaps® 
Plus 

97.5 ± 1.2 78.3 ± 1.2 80.4 ± 0.1 28.1 ± 0.2 35.9 ± 0.9 28.8 ± 0.7 

 

Table 2.12. Aerosolization parameters of BDP 1 % lactose mixtures. Mean ± standard 

deviation (n = 3). 

Capsule type Metered 
Dose (µg) 

ED (µg) EF (%) 
FPD (µg) 

<5 µm 
FPF (%) 

<5 µm 

FPF (%) 
(Metered 

Dose) 
Conisnap® 

white 
94.6 ± 5.7 72.7 ± 0.4 77.0 ± 0.2 5.1 ± 0.5 6.9 ± 0.3 5.3 ± 0.3 

Vcaps® Plus 108.4 ± 3.3 87.1 ± 4.1 80.4 ± 1.3 13.7 ± 2.2 14.1 ± 0.8 12.6 ± 1.6 

Conisnap® 104.1 ± 3.1 82.7 ± 3.7 79.4 ± 1.1 4.5 ± 1.7 5.4 ± 2.3 4.3 ± 1.8 

DPI PEG 
2.5% 

101.7 ± 0.9 81.8 ± 2.7 80.4 ± 2.0 3.7 ± 0.4 4.6 ± 0.4 3.7 ± 0.4 

DPI Vcaps® 96.5 ± 12.1 77.6 ± 8.5 80.4 ± 1.3 13.6 ± 2.6 17.4 ± 1.5 14.0 ± 1.0 

DPI Vcaps® 
Plus 106.9 ± 17.9 75.0 ± 13.7 70.1 ± 1.1 12.4 ± 5.3 16.1 ± 4.1 11.3 ± 3.1 

 

 

4.3.2 Adhesive mixtures with salmetorol xinafoate (SAL) 

Aerodynamic assessment was also carried out with adhesive mixtures prepared with 0.1% and 

0.5% w/w of SAL and lactose or mannitol with the same particle size distribution (90-125 µm).  
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Table 2.13 reports the actual SAL content and loaded powder dose for the capsule samples 

prepared for the in vitro respirability test.  

 

Table 2.13. Percentage composition of the SAL-containing prepared mixtures, drug content 

and actual loaded powder doses in capsules filled with 10 mg of powder. Mean values ± 

standard deviation, RSD% in parenthesis (n=3). 

 
SAL 
(%) 

Carrier 
(%) 

Drug Content 
(%) 

Loaded powder 
dose (mg) 

SAL 0.1% – mannitol 0.1 99.9 
0.13 ± 0.01 

(3.45) 
10.1 ± 0.2 

(2.7) 

SAL 0.5% – mannitol 0.5 99.5 
0.49 ± 0.01 

(1.96) 
10.7 ± 0.7 

(4.5) 

SAL 0.1% – lactose 0.1 99.9 
0.16 ± 0.01 

(2.34) 
9.8 ± 0.3 

(3.2) 

SAL 0.5% – lactose 0.5 99.5 
0.56 ± 0.02 

(2.97) 
10.6 ± 0.1 

(1.31) 
 

 

Figure 2.12 shows the results of the in vitro deposition in the FSI of SAL 0.5% mixtures 

aerosolized with different capsules; the relevant aerosolization parameters are reported in Table 

2.14 and Table 2.15 for mannitol and lactose mixtures respectively.  
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Figure 2.12. Distribution of SAL 0.5% - mannitol mixture (a) and SAL 0.5% - lactose 

mixture (b). Capsule and device (CPS + DEV), Induction Port (IP), Coarse Fraction Collector 

(CFC) and Fine Fraction Collector (FFC). The bars represent the standard deviation. 
 

 

In the case of mannitol mixtures, the differences between the different capsule types with 

regard to deposition at the level of the CFC and FFC compartments were not observed. On the 

contrary in the case of lactose-containing mixtures a much greater deposition at the level of the 

CFC was observed. The HPMC capsule afforded better deposition in the FFC (implying a 

higher FPF%, Table 2.15) as apposite to CFC. 
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Table 2.14. Aerosolization parameters of SAL 0.5 % mannitol mixtures. Mean ± standard 

deviation (n = 3). 

 Metered 
Dose (µg) 

ED (µg) EF (%) 
FPD (µg) 

<5 µm 
FPF (%) 

<5 µm 
FPF (%) 

(Metered Dose) 
Conisnap® 

white 
47.4 ± 1.4 33.3 ± 4.5 70.3 ± 7.4 12.6 ± 1.3 38.2 ± 1.2 26.8 ± 2.0 

Vcaps® Plus 47.2 ± 0.9 31.1 ± 2.2 65.9 ± 3.5 14.0 ± 0.8 45.3 ± 5.7 29.7 ± 2.2 

Conisnap® 49.7 ± 4.2 34.6 ± 3.3 69.6 ± 1.1 12.4 ± 0.5 35.7 ± 1.9 24.8 ± 1.0 

DPI PEG 
2.5% 48.1 ± 1.0 36.2 ± 0.7 75.3 ± 3.0 12.0 ± 0.4 33.1 ± 0.6 24.9 ± 1.4 

DPI Vcaps® 42.7 ± 1.3 31.0 ± 0.8 72.7 ± 1.5 13.0 ± 0.2 41.9 ± 1.8 30.5 ± 1.5 

DPI Vcaps® 
Plus 50.3 ± 0.9 34.3 ± 0.1 68.3 ± 1.1 14.1 ± 0.2 41.2 ± 0.4 28.1 ± 0.2 

 

 
Table 2.15. Aerosolization parameters of SAL 0.5 % lactose mixtures. Mean ± standard 

deviation (n = 3). 

 Metered 
Dose (µg) ED (µg) EF (%) 

FPD (µg) <5 
µm 

FPF (%) 
<5 µm 

FPF(%) 
Metered 

dose 
Conisnap® 

white 64.4 ± 0.8 51.3 ± 1.4 79.6 ± 1.1 5.8 ± 0.2 11.4 ± 0.7 9.1 ± 0.4 

Vcaps® Plus 72.1 ± 1.2 53.3 ± 2.5 74.0 ± 4.8 6.8 ± 0.8 12.7 ± 2.2 9.4 ± 1.0 

Conisnap® 66.7 ± 7.1 51.2 ± 6.7 76.6 ± 1.9 4.7 ± 0.7 9.1 ± 0.2 7.0 ± 0.3 

DPI PEG 
2.5% 

64.5 ± 2.1 50.8 ± 0.5 78.8 ± 3.8 4.7 ± 0.0 9.3 ± 0.6 7.1 ± 1.0 

DPI Vcaps® 60.3 ± 1.4 45.6 ± 1.3 75.6 ± 3.8 10.7 ± 1.3 23.5 ± 2.2 17.8 ± 2.5 

DPI Vcaps® 
Plus 64.9 ± 8.9 44.1 ± 1.0 68.4 ± 7.07 9.7 ± 0.7 21.9 ± 1.0 14.9 ± 0.9 
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Figure 2.13. Deposition of SAL 0.1% - mannitol mixture (a) and SAL 0.1% - lactose 

mixture (b). Capsule and device (CPS + DEV), Induction Port (IP), Coarse Fraction Collector 

(CFC) and Fine Fraction Collector (FFC). The bars represent the standard deviation. 
 

 
Figure 2.13 reports the results of the in vitro deposition in the FSI of SAL 0.1% mixtures 

aerosolized with different capsules; the relevant aerosolization parameters are reported in Table 

2.16 and Table 2.17 for mannitol and lactose mixtures respectively.  

Here the general trend was similar to that already described for the BDP when passing from 

the higher to the lower dosage, thus similar consideration applies.  
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Table 2.16. Aerosolization parameters of SAL 0.1 % mannitol mixtures. Mean ± standard 

deviation (n = 3). 

 Metered 
Dose (µg) 

ED (µg) EF (%) 
FPD (µg) <5 

µm 
FPF (%) 

<5 µm 

FPF (%) 
(Metered 

Dose) 
Conisnap® 

white 
13.0 ± 0.4 8.5 ± 1.0 68.8 ± 4.7 1.6 ± 0.5 20.4 ± 4.4 12.3 ± 3.9 

Vcaps® Plus 14.3 ± 0.5 10.2 ± 0.5 71.6 ± 6.1 3.4 ± 0.5 33.4 ± 2.7 24.0 ± 4.1 

Conisnap® 12.7 ± 0.0 9.4 ± 0.0 74.1 ± 0.1 2.4 ± 0.1 25.4 ± 0.9 18.8 ± 0.7 

DPI PEG 
2.5% 14.3 ± 0.1 9.6 ± 0.1 67.0 ± 0.1 2.2 ± 0.2 22.7 ± 1.6 15.2 ± 1.0 

DPI Vcaps® 13.8 ± 1.0 10.3 ± 0.5 74.5 ± 1.5 3.5 ± 0.2 34.5 ± 0.2 25.7 ± 0.7 

DPI Vcaps® 
Plus 13.2 ± 1.0 10.3 ± 0.7 77.8 ± 0.3 3.0 ± 0.2 28.9 ± 0.3 22.5 ± 0.3 

 

Table 2.17. Aerosolization parameters of SAL 0.1 % lactose mixtures. Mean ± standard 

deviation (n = 3). 

 Metered 
Dose (µg) ED (µg) EF (%) 

FPD (µg) 
<5 µm 

FPF (%) 
<5 µm 

FPF(%) 
Metered 

dose 
Conisnap® 

white 14.6 ± 1.4 12.4 ± 1.2 85.9 ± 0.6 2.0 ± 0.9 11.6 ± 5.8 13.7 ± 4.8 

Vcaps® Plus 14.2 ± 0.2 11.4 ± 0.6 82.2 ± 3.5 1.5 ± 0.1 13.4 ± 0.2 10.7 ± 0.5 

Conisnap® 15.0 ± 1.5 12.4 ± 2.2 80.8 ± 7.7 1.5 ± 0.2 11.2 ± 1.3 9.8 ± 1.5 

DPI PEG 
2.5% 15.1 ± 0.4 9.2 ± 0.5 60.9 ± 4.8 0.7 ± 0.0 7.5 ± 0.6 4.6 ± 0.0 

DPI Vcaps® 16.7 ± 1.5 10.4 ± 0.0 62.3 ± 5.5 1.8 ± 0.1 17.0 ± 1.1 10.6 ± 0.3 

DPI Vcaps® 
Plus 14.3 ± 0.3 9.4 ± 0.2 65.7 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.1 13.6 ± 1.4 9.0 ± 0.9 
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4.3.3 Statistical evaluation of the data from FSI deposition 

As it was mentioned before, the output parameters (EF and FPF) obtained from the design of 

experiments (Tables 2.12.12 and Tables 2.14-2.17) were statistically evaluated in order to 

highlight the effect of each single variable ad possible interaction effects. Table 2.18 

summarizes the data matrix.  Figure 2.14 and 2.15 report effects on Emitted fraction and fine 

particle fraction and the level of significant of the considered variables alone or in combination.  

For EF% (Figure 2.14) the only statistically significant effect was observed for active 

ingredient, meaning that higher EF was obtained with BDP. 

As for FPF% (Figure 2.15), capsule type, active ingredient type of carrier and dosage as well 

as the combination of active ingredient and dosage exerted a highly statistically significant 

effect.   

Table 2.18. Drug distribution values obtained from an in vitro aerosolization study using the 

Fast Screening Impactor (FSI).  

Run 
order 

Capsule 
type API Filling material Dosage of API EF (%) FPF (%) 

3 Conisnap 
white SAL Lactose low dose 85.88 11.63 

9 Vcaps Plus SAL Lactose low dose 82.21 13.37 
15 Conisnap SAL Lactose low dose 80.88 11.17 

21 DPI PEG 
2.5% SAL Lactose low dose 60.91 7.52 

27 DPI Vcaps SAL Lactose low dose 62.36 16.99 

33 DPI Vcaps 
plus SAL Lactose low dose 65.67 13.63 

39 Conisnap 
white SAL Lactose high dose 79.64 11.38 

45 Vcaps Plus SAL Lactose high dose 74.02 12.71 
1 Conisnap SAL Lactose high dose 76.59 914 

7 DPI PEG 
2.5% SAL Lactose high dose 78.83 9.06 
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13 DPI Vcaps SAL Lactose high dose 75.61 23.47 

19 DPI Vcaps 
plus SAL Lactose high dose 68.36 21.88 

25 Conisnap 
white SAL Mannitol low dose 66.82 20.41 

31 Vcaps Plus SAL Mannitol low dose 71.55 33.43 
37 Conisnap SAL Mannitol low dose 74.14 25.74 

43 DPI PEG 
2.5% SAL Mannitol low dose 66.97 22.66 

4 DPI Vcaps SAL Mannitol low dose 74.48 34.50 

10 DPI Vcaps 
plus SAL Mannitol low dose 77.82 28.94 

16 Conisnap 
white SAL Mannitol high dose 70.28 38.18 

22 Vcaps Plus SAL Mannitol high dose 65.86 45.30 
28 Conisnap SAL Mannitol high dose 69.64 35.67 

34 DPI PEG 
2.5% SAL Mannitol high dose 75.34 33.00 

40 DPI Vcaps SAL Mannitol high dose 72.59 41.29 

46 DPI Vcaps 
plus SAL Mannitol high dose 68.27 41.16 

5 Conisnap 
white BDP Lactose low dose 76.95 6.95 

11 Vcaps Plus BDP Lactose low dose 80.39 14.06 
17 Conisnap BDP Lactose low dose 79.43 5.44 

23 DPI PEG 
2.5% BDP Lactose low dose 80.44 4.60 

29 DPI Vcaps BDP Lactose low dose 80.45 17.42 

35 DPI Vcaps 
plus BDP Lactose low dose 70.05 16.10 

41 Conisnap 
white BDP Lactose high dose 86.31 35.44 

47 Vcaps Plus BDP Lactose high dose 74.99 28.95 
6 Conisnap BDP Lactose high dose 86.33 17.91 

12 DPI PEG 
2.5% BDP Lactose high dose 57.94 18.90 

18 DPI Vcaps BDP Lactose high dose 90.33 32.24 

24 DPI Vcaps 
plus BDP Lactose high dose 75.96 38.03 

30 Conisnap 
white BDP Mannitol low dose 87.63 30.41 

36 Vcaps Plus BDP Mannitol low dose 88.42 41.67 
42 Conisnap BDP Mannitol low dose 86.47 31.28 

48 DPI PEG 
2.5% BDP Mannitol low dose 75.90 25.03 

2 DPI Vcaps BDP Mannitol low dose 75.98 36.05 
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8 DPI Vcaps 
plus BDP Mannitol low dose 80.39 35.87 

14 Conisnap 
white BDP Mannitol high dose 74.05 53.05 

20 Vcaps Plus BDP Mannitol high dose 78.34 60.23 
26 Conisnap BDP Mannitol high dose 83.11 46.90 

32 DPI PEG 
2.5% BDP Mannitol high dose 79.38 43.18 

38 DPI Vcaps BDP Mannitol high dose 83.08 44.47 

44 DPI Vcaps 
plus BDP Mannitol high dose 76.50 56.95 

 

 

Figure 2.14. Effect of individual variables and their combination on the EF (%) 

(%) 
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Figure 2.15. Effect of individual variables and their combination on the FPF (%) 

In detail, capsules with lower water content (HPMC and HPMC plus), the lipophilic drug 

(beclomethasone dipropionate) and mannitol as carrier determined an increase in FPF.  This 

suggests a higher amount of active ingredient resulted as well as a lower water content in the 

capsule and a high lipophilicity of the drug afford an improved FPF (%). This results confirms 

what already presented in early literature [121] .  

The quantification of this effects on the FPF % is graphically represented as a function of type 

of active ingredient and dosage in the response surface plots in Figures 2.16 and 2.17 for gelatin 

and HPMC capsule groups respectively both for mannitol-containing capsules (panel a) and 

lactose-containing capsules (panel b).  

(%) 
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In all cases the FPF increases with dosage. For gelatin capsule group this effect is limited with 

lactose-containing capsules. Highest FPF can be obtained increasing both drug lipophilicity 

and dosage.  

Both for hydrophilic and lipophilic active ingredients mannitol-containing capsules perform 

better than those containing lactose.  HPMC capsules afford higher FPF irrespectively of the 

active ingredient and carrier used.
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Figure 2.16. FPF% response surface upon aerosolization of powder in gelatin capsules 

versus different APIs and Dosage. Mannitol-containing powders (a); lactose-containing 

powders (b). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 2.17. FPF% response surface upon aerosolization of powder in HPMC capsules 

versus different APIs and Dosage. Mannitol-containing powders (a); lactose-containing 

powders (b). 
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4.4  Capsules filling with mannitol polymorphs 

In the next step of the project the filling performance of the mannitol polymorph (α, β and δ) 

powders crystallized using the methods described Chapter 1 (paragraphs 3.2.1) was 

investigated with Minima® equipment using the worst-case conditions based on the results 

obtained in 4.3. Conisnap® white capsules were filled with 10 mg of each mannitol forms. To 

eliminate possible effects stemming from different particle size differences, the powders were 

previously sieved through a 53 µm sieve to eliminate the fine portion. For comparison purpose 

a commercially available mannitol (Pearlitol® 160C) was used. It is claimed to be an almost 

pure β form. The powder of said product was also sieved in order to select the 53-150 µm 

fraction.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.18. Weight of 10 capsules filled with different mannitol polymorphs and a 

commercially available mannitol. Triangle sieved Pearlitol® 160C; square recrystallized δ 

form; diamond recrystallized β form; cross recrystallized α form.   

 

 

Figure 2.18 reports the results obtained upon filling 10 capsules with the different powders. It 

is evidenced that δ form afforded highly accurate filling, similarly to sieved Pearlitol® 160C. 
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The difference between the average values obtained from the two powders was not statistically 

significant (p value = 0.6519). On the contrary, the capsule filled with the recrystallized β form 

never reached the target weight giving rise to a great weight variability (higher value 8.5 mg; 

lower value 3.7 mg). With the recrystallized α form an even worse behavior was observed 

(higher value 4.5 mg; lower value 1.7 mg).  The most curious aspect was represented by the 

significant difference (p< 0.00001) between commercial β form and crystallized β form. 

In an attempt to explain this behavior, the flowability of the powders was investigated. The 

obtained data are reported in Table 2.19. 

  

Table 2.19. Angle of repose, Carr’s Index, Hausner ratio of mannitol powders. Mean value ± 

standard deviation (n=3). 

Mannitol forms Angle of repose [°] Carr’s Index 

(%) 
Hausner ratio 

δ form  39.8 ± 1.0 29.9 ± 1.0 1.43 ± 0.1 
β form  37.6 ± 1.0 31.6 ± 0.5 1.46 ± 0.1 
α form 63.4 ± 2.5 40.3 ± 3.4 1.58 ± 0.2 

Sieved Pearlitol® 160C 39.4 ± 1.4 27.6 ± 0.4 1.39 ± 0.0 

 

The α form turns out to be the one with the worst flow properties, δ form and Sieved Pearlitol® 

160C gave rise to similar value and not significantly different from that of the recrystalized β 

form showing passable flowability.  

The comparison among this value was not sufficient to justify the large differences observed 

among the different mannitol forms in terms of capsule filling accuracy.  

These differences may be ascribed to different mechanical characteristics of the powder bed of 

each mannitol form, leading to different compactability during the sampling phase by the 

dosator of Minima equipment; it could have been possible that Minima® piston did apply a 

force that, in the case of α and β form, was not sufficient to obtain an aggregated powder 
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compact. To verify this hypothesis the force exerted by the piston in the dosator during the 

compaction step of the sampling phase was estimated from the Heckel equation calculated 

upon compacting a predefined amount of powder with the Styl’One compression simulator at 

the lowest compression force (0.5 kN).  

 

4.5  Calculation of the force applied by Minima® using the Heckel equation 

By means of the Heckel equation, knowing the density of the powder compact in the dosator, 

it was possible to calculate the value of the force applied by the capsule filling machine to 

obtain the powder compact that was dosed in the capsule. The density of the powder compact 

in the dosator was calculated measuring the height of each powder cylinder released into the 

capsule by the dosator knowing that the capsule diameter was 3 mm; as a first approximation 

the possible axial elastic recovery of the compact was disregarded. 

Considering the height of the powder cylinder and the diameter of the dispenser, it was possible 

to calculate the volume as: 

Volume = πr2h   (2.7)  

density = m/V    (2.8) 

where h = the height of the compact release by the dosator in the capsule, r = 1.5 mm, and m = 

average weight of each capsule (Tab.2.20). 

Through the use of a Styl'One tableting simulator, 100 mg of powder were transformed into 

compact, maintaining the compression force at 0.5 kN and performing five replicates per 

polymorph. From the force values obtained from the compression of the powders, it was 

possible, through the Heckel equation, to calculate applied by Minima®. The density of the 

compacted powder was calculated using the weight and the height of the compacted powder 

obtained from the dosator; this density was applied to the Heckel plot constructed with the 

Styl’One.  
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Table 2.20. Results of the Heckel equation with mannitol polymorphs and calculated force 

values applied by the Minima® capsule filling machine. Mean values ± standard deviation 

(n=10). 

 

To investigate the force applied by the Minima® capsule filling machine, five tablets were 

manufactured for each mannitol polymorph using a compression force of 0.5 kN. 10 capsules 

were filled at a dosage of 10 mg, keeping the capsule filling machine parameters constant to 

obtain capsules with the same amount of powder. Table 2.20 shows the results of the Heckel 

equation obtained by the Styl’one software for each polymorph, which indicates the 

compactability of the various types of crystals.  

The density of the compact was in line with the recorder weight, whereas highest computed 

force applied by Minima were obtained for the crystallized β form followed by the commercial 

β form (Pearlitol 160C). The lower value was observed for the δ form.  Therefore, these results 

did not correlate completely with the different filling weight, indicating that the adopted 

approach was not useful to elucidate the observed phenomenon, likely because of the 

differences between the actual forces applied by Minima and those applied by Styl’one for the 

construction of the Heckel plot. 

Mannitol Weight (mg) 
Height of 
compact 

(mm) 

Density of 
compact 
(g/cm3) 

Equation of 
Heckel: 

Ln(1/(1-D)) 

Force 
applied by 

Minima 
(N/mm2)  

α form 4.55±0.27 1.49±0.1 0.43±0.1 0.34±0.01 1.25±0.4 
β form  6.47±0.77 2.32±0.35 0.4±0.03 0.32±0.03 2.24±0.68 
δ form  8.88±0.47 2.51±0.13 0.5±0.02 0.39±0.02 0.78±0.28 

Pearlitol 160C® 9.96±1.44 2.66±0.49 0.53±0.03 0.44±0.03 1.78±0.36 
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5 Conclusion 

The goal of a formulation designed for inhalation administration is certainly to allow a constant 

and homogeneous delivery of the drug, in order to ensure adequate therapy. It is known that 

the delivery can be easily influenced by numerous factors that affect the aerosolization 

performance. 

The purpose of this second part of the thesis was to evaluate the effect of the capsule type on 

the aerosolization performance in vitro in dry powder inhalation devices. To this end an 

experimental design was used.  

The filling of the HPMC capsules with the powder of carrier alone is more consistent than the 

gelatin capsules, resulting in a lower relative standard deviation of the weight of the capsules 

themselves; the RSD% increases with the decrease of the particle size of the powder. 

Moreover, the type of capsule does not influence the emitted fraction (EF%) and the fraction 

of fine particles (FPF%). The increase of either the particle size or dosage lead to an increase 

in EF% and a reduction in FPF.  

As to the aerosolization performances of mixtures containing a lipophilic (beclomethasone 

dipropionate) or a hydrophilic (salmeterol xinafoate) drug, the best results in terms of higher 

respirable (FPF%) are obtained for mixtures using mannitol as carrier. FPF% increases by 

increasing the dose of active ingredient loaded. 

Finally, the use of HPMC capsules favors the delivery of the drug at the level of the FFC 

component of the FSI, thus improving its respirability. 
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1  Introduction 

 

1.1 Amorphous solid-state characterization 

 

The crystalline structure is an ordered lattice which allows to minimize the distance between 

the molecules and therefore the free energy content of the system. As it was mentioned before, 

the crystalline phases can be characterized by polymorphism, i.e. the ability of many substances 

to crystallize in at least two crystalline phases which are chemically identical but different in 

the arrangement and conformation of the molecules [122]. The most stable form is the one 

showing the lowest solubility which often represents a problem for absorption and 

bioavailability of medicinal product. This issue is sometime addressed by developing 

formulations containing a kinetically stabilized amorphous or metastable form.  

The amorphous state, unlike the crystalline one, is characterized by a high degree of disorder 

among the molecules [123]. In the case of amorphous substances, the energy content is higher 

as the molecules are located at a greater distance from each other and therefore have greater 

freedom of movement. 

The formation of amorphous or metastable phases affects the properties of product as it can be 

the result of different processes. In some cases the metastable phase in the final formulation 

tends to recrystallize at high temperature and or high relative humidity due to the fact that water 

acts as a plasticizer [1]. In the pharmaceutical field the formation of amorphous phases may 

occur in  several cases, such as [122], [124]–[126]; 

 

- Solidification of a melt, if a molten substance is cooled rapidly it does not crystallize 

since the molecules do not have the time to diffuse and migrate towards each other to 
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organize themselves in an ordered structure. The rapid cooling in fact subtracts kinetic energy 

and the molecules are locked in the position in which they are and maintain a disordered 

structure, similar to that of the liquid state. 

- Grinding processes, as energy is imparted to the surface of the solid which allows the 

breaking of the intermolecular bonds. 

- Wet granulation, in which a partial dissolution of the active substance can occur in the 

binding solvent and it can re-solidify in a different form compared to the starting material. 

- Drying processes by nebulization, which allows to obtain a dried powder starting from 

an aqueous solution or suspension, thanks to the passage of the solution through a gaseous 

medium subjected to high temperature. During this process, the solid may not have the time to 

organize into an ordered structure, leading to the formation of amorphous solids. Processes 

such as lyophilization and spray drying can lead to the formation of the amorphous form, which 

tends to be less stable and more hygroscopic than the crystalline product. 

The water replacement theory states that in solution the conformation of the protein is 

maintained by combining with water, mainly via hydrogen bonding. During the drying process, 

this interaction takes place between sugar and protein where the protein structure is preserved 

by sugar [127], [128]. To enhance the hydrogen bonding within the protein, the sugar 

molecules must closely fit the protein's irregular surface and therefore should preferably be in 

an amorphous, not crystalline state. A closely related assumption is the water entrapment 

theory, which defines that instead of directly hydrogen bonding with the sugar, the protein is 

combined with the amorphous sugar matrix via water molecules trapped at the interface [128], 

[129].  Despite the fact that these theories are valuable for developing a stable protein 

formulation in correctly selected carrier, further optimization requires more detailed 

knowledge of the amorphous state and the glass transition temperature for protein stabilization. 

When rapid kinetic processes occur, a phase change is likely to occur as there is not enough 
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time to allow an orderly arrangement of the structure itself. Amorphous solids generally exhibit 

greater solubility and dissolution rate and, sometimes, better compression characteristics than 

crystalline phases. However, having higher free energy, they are generally less physically and 

chemically stable than crystals [124]. Consequently, it is important to monitor and characterize 

the extent of crystallinity or degree of disorder of a system during the various processing stages, 

in particular during the formulation, production and storage of the pharmaceutical form [112], 

[113]. 

Over the years, various analytical techniques have been developed for the quantification of the 

crystalline phase of a solid and the amorphous content is inferred from the degree of 

crystallinity, as these techniques detect specific properties and characteristics of the crystalline 

material. X-ray diffraction, thermal analysis and dynamic vapor sorption (DVS) analysis are 

the most important techniques in the study of the solid state of crystals [68], [125], [130]–[132]. 

By examining the X-ray diffraction spectrum of a crystal, it is possible to trace the space group 

and the distribution of the atoms or ions in the unit cell. The structural determinations are based 

on the measurement of the intensity of the reflections given by each reticular plane of the 

crystal [122]. X-rays are scattered by electrons and therefore the intensity of the reflections 

depend on the distribution of the electron density in the planes that generated them, a 

distribution which is linked to the way in which the atoms are bound in the structure.  

DVS is a good method to identify and quantify the polymorphs form of the same compound. 

as some compounds show a different behavior during water absorption at a set temperature and 

water content [131], [132],  [130], [131].  
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1.2 Protein and enzyme structures 

 

Proteins are among the most abundant biological macromolecules, present in all cell types and 

in all subcellular fractions. They are polymers of amino acids in which each amino acid residue 

is joined to the neighboring one by covalent bonds; the term "residue" emphasizes the loss of 

the elements of a water molecule when one amino acid joins another [133]. 

The structure of large molecules, such as proteins, can be described at various levels of 

complexity; generally four levels of structure are defined [35], [133]: 

• the primary structure is made up of a sequence of amino acids joined by covalent 

bonds (mainly peptide bonds and disulfide bonds); 

• the secondary structure describes the spatial organization of the main chain, without 

considering the conformation of the side chains or the relationship with other segments of the 

protein; 

• the tertiary structure is defined as the arrangement in space of all the atoms of a 

protein; it considers the long-range relationships in the amino acid sequence. It is determined 

by the interactions that take place between amino acids distant in the sequence; 

• the quaternary structure, finally, is observed in a protein consisting of two or more 

polypeptide subunits, arranged in three-dimensional complexes. 

 

Considering these structural levels, it is useful to define two main groups into which proteins 

can be classified: fibrous proteins, which have polypeptide chains arranged in long bundles or 

sheets, and globular proteins, which instead have folded polypeptide chains and take on 

globular or spherical forms. This classification also differs functionally, in the sense that the 

proteins that determine the resistance, shape and external protection of the vertebrate cell are 

fibrous, while the enzymes and regulatory proteins are mostly globular proteins [133]. 
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Proteins that perform different functions have different amino acid sequences; It should also 

be noted that thousands of genetic diseases found in humans are due to the production of 

defective proteins [35], [134]. 

Proteins are dynamic molecules, whose functions invariably depend on interactions with other 

molecules: most of these molecular contacts are at the basis of important physiological 

processes such as oxygen transport, muscle contraction and immune function. Thus, if the 

structure of a protein is altered, its function is also altered. 

In order to perform its function, a protein, needs to establish a reversible bond with another 

molecule, called a ligand, which binds to a specific site, binding site, complementary to the 

ligand itself in terms of size, shape, charge and hydrophobic or hydrophilic character [133]. 

 

Therefore, the formulation and the process for the production of medicinal products for protein 

pulmonary drug delivery should be specialized in order to account for the intrinsic instability 

mechanism related to the protein structure. As mentioned before, the water acts as a stabilizing 

agent for proteins, however, when aqueous protein formulations are dried, the water 

surrounding proteins is removed either partly or completely. According to the Jaenicke’s study, 

the amount of water required for full hydration has been approximated to be less than 0.25 g 

per one gram of protein [135]. This specific interaction is frequently related to intramolecular 

modification of the protein, which must adapt for binding to the ligand in order to retain it more 

firmly. This process also is well known as induced adjustment among a protein and its ligand 

takes place. 

On the other hand, enzymes represent a special case of protein function: in fact, they bind and 

chemically transform other molecules thus catalyzing a specific reaction.  

In recent years  protein expression  as advanced significantly so that proteins and enzymes are 

presently among of the most expanding pharmaceutical categories [136]. The modification of 
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the chemical structure of natural proteins and enzymes allows the development of more stable 

drug candidates with high specificity, high potency and low toxicity. This have resulted in 

higher development success rates comparted to small molecule, especially in clinical stages 

[136], [137].  

Various proteins and enzymes have been identified for their potential when administered by 

inhalation. These include enzymes, such as lysozyme, to be used in the treatment of bacterial 

infection [138]–[140]. 

 

1.3 Inhalable protein formulations 
 
The administration of peptides and proteins through the inhalation route may represent a 

promising and effective method for targeting the absorption at the lower airway and obtaining 

a systemic effect.  

Macromolecules are generally more unstable than smaller molecules during their formulation 

manufacture and they can undergo degradation processes easily. The most common of the 

degradative mechanisms of proteins are denaturation and non-covalent aggregation. 

Denaturation consists in the loss of the native conformation with subsequent reduction of 

biological activity. This can be triggered by different stress mechanisms such as those 

occurring during the spray drying process (liquid/air interface) or also lyophilization process 

(liquid/ice interface), exposure to high temperature, during drying (loss of hydrogen bonds) 

rather than chemical factors [82]. For these reasons, various types of carriers, amino acids, 

surfactants, buffers solutions are often used in the formulations to reduce these stresses and 

slow down the degradation processes. 

Carriers, mainly disaccharides, are essential for stabilizing proteins during drying (which 

occurs both in the case of spray drying and freeze drying). A further essential element is the 

non-reducing chemical activity of the selected sugar, otherwise a reaction may occur between 
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the anomeric carbon of the sugars and the protein amino groups which may cause the Maillard 

reaction.  

Buffers are usually added into formulations commonly to preserve the protein stability in a 

specific pH range, to minimize  changes upon freezing [78]. Surfactants, especially non-anionic 

surfactants such as polysorbate (typically used at the concentration of 0.5% w/v), can be put 

into the formulation to diminish the formation of aggregates at the interface. Finally, bulking 

agents, such as mannitol, glycine, or a combination thereof, can be added to produce a cake or 

to expand the amount of powder obtained; however, their addition must be accurately regulated 

because they tend to crystallize thus, introducing a further variable affecting the formulation 

performance [82]. 
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2 Aim 

The aim of this part of thesis was the investigation of the process development for the spray 

drying production of a powder containing mannitol as a carrier for inhalation of therapeutic 

protein. 

The goal was first pursued through the development of the spray drying process, using a 

combination of sugars and sugar alcohol at different weight ratios. The selection of the most 

promising mixture of components was done by studying the influence of the process variables 

on the physico-chemical and aerodynamics characteristics of the powders obtained.  

Once the new carrier was optimized, the second step was to add lysozyme as a model 

therapeutic and investigate the physico-chemical properties of the obtained formulation in 

terms of  the stability and  aerodynamic performance.  
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3 Material and method 

3.1  Material  

Lysozyme (EC 3.2.1.17) (L-6876), Sigma-AldrichÒ, USA; 

Lysozyme detection kit (LY0100), Sigma-AldrichÒ, USA; 

Trehalose supplied from A.C.E.F., Italy, (lot n◦ N0714801) 

Raffinose supplied from A.C.E.F., Italy 

Mannitol Pearlitol® SD200, Roquette, France (lot n◦ E556G) 

Hydranal-Composite 5, Honeywell Fluka™, Germany (lot n°I0240) 

3.2  Methods  

3.2.1 Lysozyme Assay 

The quantification of protein was carried out using 280 nm wavelength (Lambda 20, Perkin 

Elmer, USA) using the relevant calibration curve [141], [142]. 

The lysozyme detection kit was used to measure the activity of the protein in the powders, 

before and after the spray drying technique, using a suspension of Micrococcus Lysodeikticus 

bacteria as substrate of the enzyme. 

The kit includes a reaction buffer (66 mM monobasic potassium phosphate, pH 6.24), 

Micrococcus Lysodeikticus substrate and standard lysozyme. 

Lysozyme solution containing 40,000 IU/mg was initially prepared in a volume of cold reaction 

buffer to a concentration of 40,000 IU/mL. Then a 1:100 dilution was performed in reaction 

buffer to reach 400 IU/mL. 

The cell suspension of Micrococcus Lysodeikticus (lot n. M3770) was prepared in Reaction 

buffer at a concentration of 0.01% w/v. 0.5 mg of cell suspension was weighed and added to 5 

mL of buffer in a 15 mL Falcon type tube. 

For each test, in addition to the samples to be analyzed, a blank, enzyme-free and positive 
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control were prepared. 

The reading of the samples was performed at a 450nm wavelength (Lambda 20, Perkin Elmer) 

and monitoring the change in absorbance for 5 minutes at 30 seconds intervals in a quartz 

cuvette of 1 cm optical pathlength. 

For the blank test, 30 µL of buffer alone were added to 800 µL of cell suspension; for the 

control sample, 30 µL of the lysozyme solution diluted 1:100 were added to 30 µL of buffer 

and 800 µL of cell suspension. 

For the spray-dried samples 1 mg of powder for each sample was weighed using a balance with 

a sensitivity of 1µg (model MT5, Mettler Toledo); this sample was then dissolved in the 

reaction buffer just before reading. 30 µL of each sample were then taken and added to the 

individual cell suspensions. 

The slope of the line obtained by reporting the absorbance change as a function of time to 

determine the activity of the enzyme in comparison to the control sample. 

 

3.2.2 Spray dryer technique  

The powders for inhalation were obtained through spray drying technique, using a Mini Spray 

Dryer® model B-290, Büchi. 

For the preparation of the powders, solutions containing the sugar or sugar alcohol alone or in 

combination (Table 3.1) were prepared at a total concentration of 2 grams in a final volume of 

100 mL of purified water and dried using the following process parameters: 

• Drying temperature (Inlet): 90° C, 100° C, 110° C, 130° C or 140° C 

• Aspiration: 30 m3/h; 

• Atomization air flow: 473 L/h or 601 L/h; 

• Solution feeding rate: 2.0 mL/min; 

• Nozzle diameter:1.4 mm or 0.5 mm. 
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Table 3.1. Sugar and sugar alcohol used for the production of spray dried powders. 

 

Powder Carrier (weight ratio) 
1 Trehalose (100) 
2 Trehalose-Raffinose (50:50) 
3 Trehalose-Mannitol (50:50) 
4 Trehalose-Mannitol (75:25) 

 

The spray dried powders containing lysozyme were produced with  mannitol and trehalose 

using an inlet temperature of  90 °C and atomization air flow of 473 L/h. The concentration of 

the feeding solution was kept at 2% w/v; this solution was obtained by dissolving in water (100 

mL final volume) trehalose and mannitol in different weight ratios and adding 2ml of reaction 

buffer (66 mM monobasic potassium phosphate, pH 6.24) containing different amount of 

lysozyme as reported Table 3.2. 

 

Table 3.2. Trehalose, mannitol and lysozyme weight ratio (relative to the solute) in the 

solutions used for the production of spray dried powders. 

 

Powder 
Trehalose-Mannitol 

(% w/w) 
Lysozyme (% w/w) 

5 48.75: 48.75 2.5 
6 47.5:47.5 5 
7 45:45 10 
8 37.5:37.5 25 
9 25:25 50 
10 0:97.5 2.5 
11 0:97.5 2.5 
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3.2.3  Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 

 

To determine the residual water content in the powders, a thermogravimentric analysis was 

performed using a TGA/DSC1 (Mettler Toledo, Switzerland). 2-6 mg of spray dried powder 

were placed inside a 100 µL alumina crucible and heated at a rate of 20° C/min from 25° C to 

160° C under a stream of dry nitrogen (80 mL/min) inside a furnace. The mass loss, attributable 

to the residual moisture of the powders, was evaluated by determining the percentage change 

in weight as a function of the temperature. 

 

3.2.4 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 

 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis was performed using a Mettler821e DSC 

model (Mettler Toledo, Ohio, USA) guided by a STARe software (Mettler Toledo, 

Switzerland)  

The DSC traces were recorded by placing a quantity of powder between 4 mg and 6 mg inside 

a 40 µL aluminium crucible which was then sealed with a lid and pierced twice with a needle. 

The scans were performed between 25 and 280° C with a heating rate of 20° C/min under dry 

nitrogen flow (100 mL/min). 

 

3.2.5 Water titration 

 

A Karl-Fischer titrator, Mettler Toledo (model DL31), and a Hydranal-Composite 5 reagent 

were used for the analysis. Karl-Fisher titration is a volumetric titration of water.  

The method consisted of a pre-titration, carried out automatically by the instrument, in which 

the solvent titration was carried out first and then the determination carried out by inserting in 
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the reaction vessel 25 mg of sample under magnetic stirring. The instruments gave 

automatically the water value in the sample. 

 

3.2.6 Particle size distribution 

 

Particle size distribution was performed using laser light diffraction as described in Chapter 1, 

Paragraph 3.2.2.2. Powders were dispersed in cyclohexane at the concentration of 1 % w/v in 

the presence of 0.1% w/v of Span 85 and sonicated for 3 min.  Particle size distributions 

analysis for three dispersions of each powders were performed with an obscuration level of at 

least 10%.  

 

3.2.7 In-vitro aerodynamic assessment 

 

Preliminary deposition studies were carried out with FSI and RS01® (Plastiape, Italy) device 

as indicated in Chapter 1 and 2. 

 The aerodynamic diameter of the powder containing trehalose and mannitol was evaluated 

using the Next Generation Impactor (NGI, Copley Scientific UK). 

The equipment was connected to a vacuum pump SCP5 (Copley, Scientific Ltd) and activated 

upon connection with the DPI. This latter was RS01® (Plastiape) with gelatin capsule (Coni-

Snap® VI, size 3) filled with 30.0 ± 0.1 mg of powder. The flow rate was adjusted using a TPK 

Critical Flow controller (Copley Scientific, Nottingham, UK) at 60 L/min with a delivery time 

set at 4.0 seconds. Before starting the analysis, to ensure correct deposition of the powder and 

avoid rebound of particles [26], the first seven stages were filmed using a 2% w/v solution of 

Tween 20 in ethanol and were allowed to dry for 20 minutes to obtain the formation of a 

surfactant film. After actuation, the particles deposited in the Induction port, in the filter, in the 
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device (including the portion in the capsule) were collected using a volume of 10 mL of 

ultrapure water, while the powder deposited in each stage was dissolved in 5 mL of water. The 

filter was placed inside a crystallizer and put in an ultrasonic bath for about 5 minutes, the 

solution was then filtered with 0.45 µm cellulose acetate filters (VWR® International, USA). 

The solutions were subsequently analyzed by HPLC coupled to a refractive index detector, in 

order to quantify mannitol and trehalose obtained from the aerodynamic parameters. 

  

3.2.8 High Performance Liquid Chromatography  

 

A High Performance Liquid Chromatography (LC-10ATVP, Shimadzu Corp, Japan ) system 

coupled to a refractive index detector (RID-10, Shimadzu Corp, Japan) was used for the 

quantification of trehalose and mannitol in the aerosolized samples. A Shodex OHpak SB-

802.5 HQ size exclusion column was used as stationary phase, maintained at a temperature of 

80° C, while ultrapure water at a flow of 1 mL/min was used as mobile phase, and a volume of 

50 µL of sample was injected. A chromatographic run duration of 15 minutes was set. The 

peaks for trehalose and mannitol were overlapping, in fact both sugars elute at a retention time 

of about 10 minutes. The collected data were processed to obtain ED (Emitted dose), EF% 

(Emitted Fraction), FPD (Fine Particle Dose) and FPF% (Fine Particle Fraction) and Mass 

Median Aerodynamic Diameter, MMAD. 

 

3.2.9 Powder X-Ray Diffraction (XRPD) 

 

The X-ray diffraction patterns of the powders were obtained as described in Chapter 1. 

The degree of crystallinity, C, was calculated for each sample using the following equation: 

𝐶 = 𝑅𝑥	×	100										(3.1) 
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where Rx is the ratio between the area under the crystalline peaks and the total area (both areas 

calculated in a range 2θ 5-35°). The area under the baseline was previously subtracted  to that 

under the crystalline peaks according to the method described by Sonneveld and Visser [143]. 

The areas were determined using the MiniFlex Rigaku software and the Integral Intensity 

Calculation program. 

 

3.2.10 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

 

The morphology and surface characteristics of the spray dried particles were evaluated by 

Scanning Electron Microscopy with the procedure described in Chapter 1. 

 

3.2.11 Dynamic Vapor Sorption (DVS) 

 

Dynamic moisture absorption/desorption patterns were carried out on spray dried powders with 

the procedure described in Chapter 1with the following different details: about 50 mg of 

powder were weighed and analyzed at 25° C by in the 5-90% RH range (step size = 20% RH). 

The transition from one step to the next occurred when the percentage of weight variation was 

less than 0.0010% and, in any case, not before 30 minutes from the start of each step. 
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4 Results and discussion 

4.1  Powders without enzyme  

 

The data relevant to the yield and residual water content of the powders produced by spray 

with inlet temperature of 130° C and 1 mm nozzle diameter to select the combination of 

components are reported in Table 3.3.  The yield % of these formulations was calculated as the 

ratio between the weight of the powder obtained upon spray drying process, and the total 

quantity of powder dissolved in the starting solution. The residual moisture content was 

determined by Karl Fischer titration.  

 

Table 3.3. Percentage yield values (Recovered powder from SD), in weight ratio, of the 

solutions containing sugars dried by spray drying. 

 

Sample Composition (% w/w) Yield (% w/w) 
Water content (% 

w/w) 
1 Trehalose 43.75 8.78 
2 Trehalose-Raffinose (50:50) 57.87 5.44 
3 Trehalose-Mannitol (50:50) 33.63 2.72 
4 Trehalose-Mannitol (75:25) 0 - 

 

The solution with an equiponderal amount of trehalose and raffinose gave the highest yield. 

No dried powder (yield equal to zero) was obtained in the case of sample n. 4, as this solution 

led to the formation of particles that crystallized quantitatively on the walls of the cyclone and 

could not be recovered in the collector. Trehalose alone or a combination with raffinose (50:50) 

led to powders that were not really dry. This observation suggested that the high yield of the 

powders obtained from sample 1 and 2 could be ascribed to the incomplete drying. The water 

content in the powder containing trehalose-mannitol (50:50) was instead indicative of a correct 
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drying. 

The powders were then analyzed by DSC in order to put into evidence any possible change of 

the solid-state characteristics compared to the starting material. 

 

 

Figure 3.1. DSC traces of the trehalose powders before and after the spray drying process (a) 

Trehalose dihydrate starting material; (b) Spray dried trehalose. 

 

Figure 3.1 reports the DSC traces of the trehalose starting material and spray dried powder. As 

for the starting material a first complex thermal event was observed between 80 and 145 °C: 

an endothermic peak at 105 °C followed by a small exothermic one and a second endotherm at 

125° C. These phenomena are attributed to the loss of water of crystallization of the dihydrate 

form which represents the thermodynamically stable solid phase at standard conditions. A 

further endothermic event, interpreted as the final melting peak was recorded at 209 °C. The 

thermal analysis of trehalose powder obtained after the spray drying process suggested an 

amorphous solid state: no significant thermal events were recorded except a broad and slightly 

evident endotherm between 35 and 140 °C that was attributed to the evaporation of the residual 
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moisture on the powder surface.  

 

Figure 3.2. DSC traces of the trehalose dihydrate and raffinose physical mixture (50:50) (a), 

raffinose as a raw material (b). 

 

Raffinose powder as raw material (Figure 3.2) showed a melting peak around 85° C followed 

by a marked decomposition above 120 °C. The trace of the physical mixture of trehalose-

raffinose 50:50, w/w showed the presence of an endothermic peak attributable to the melting 

of raffinose at 85° C, then another around 100° C suggesting the dehydration of trehalose 

followed by a marked decomposition signal. 

Figure 3.3 reports the traces of the trehalose-mannitol physical mixtures 75:25, 50:50 and also 

25:75 weight ratio. Signals of thermic events relevant to the relevant transition proportional to 

the relative ratio of each component in the powder mixture were recorded.  Only a very small 

shift toward lower melting temperature was recorded for mannitol, likely due to the presence 

of the molten trehalose. The absence of specific interaction between the sugar and the sugar 

alcohol was confirmed by the data of Figure 3.4 that reports the linear decrease of the melting 
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enthalpies of each component with the decrease of percentage of the component in the mixture. 

 

Figure 3.3. DSC trace of the physical mixtures trehalose-mannitol in the ratio 75:25 (a), 50:50 

(b), 25:75 (c) w/w. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Melting enthalpy of mannitol-trehalose mixture 
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Figure 3.5. DSC trace of the spray dried powder trehalose-mannitol 50:50. 

 

Unlike the corresponding physical mixture (Figure 3.3), the DSC for the powder containing 

trehalose and mannitol, obtained by spray drying (Figure 3.5), shows a single endothermic peak 

at 146° C attributable to the melting of mannitol suggesting two consideration: trehalose 

solidified in this powder as an amorphous phase following the spray drying process while 

mannitol crystallized as low melting d form; the melting temperature was also in this case 

shifted toward a lower value as a consequence of the presence of a second component already 

in liquid form. 

 

The aerodynamic performance of the first three powders was preliminary assessed through the 

Fast Screening Impactor (FSI). The obtained data are reported in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4. Aerosolization parameters of powders n. 1-3. FPF was expressed as a percentage 

of the emitted dose. Mean value ± standard deviation (n=3). 

 

Powder Emitted Dose (mg) Emitted Fraction 
(%) 

FPD 
(mg) 

FPF 
(%) 

Trehalose (1) 8.32 ± 0.47 83.04 ± 0.05 0.2 ± 0.1 2.45 ± 0.01 

Trehalose - 
raffinose 50:50 

(2) 
7.31 ± 0.75 72.93 ± 0.08 1.4 ± 0.1 19.22 ± 0.03 

Trehalose - 
mannitol 50:50 

(3) 
7.46 ± 0.70 74.79 ± 0.07 2.7 ± 0.17 36.25 ± 0.01 

 

Whereas spray dried trehalose powder gave rise to a slightly higher Emitted Fraction (EF > 

70% in all cases), the trehalose-mannitol-based powder (50:50, w/w) resulted in a significantly 

higher FPF. 

For this reason, the trehalose-mannitol 50:50 composition was selected to study and optimize 

the effects of process variables on the powder physico-chemical and aerodynamic 

characteristics. 

 

4.2  Optimization of process parameters 

 

For the optimization of the process parameters the drying temperature, the atomization air flow 

and the diameter of the nozzle were varied. 

The yield values of the powders obtained after the spray drying are reported in Table 3.5 and 

Table 3.6 as a function of the combination of the above three parameters. 
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Table 3.5. Yield values, in weight ratio, as function the drying variables using a 1.4 mm 

diameter nozzle in mannitol and trehalose powders 50:50 w/w. 

Inlet Temperature 

(°C) 

Nozzle diameter 

(mm) 

Atomization air flow 

(L/h) 

Yield 

(%) 

110 1.4 601 39.6 

120 1.4 601 21.1 

130 1.4 601 22.7 

130 1.4 473 38.0 

 

 

Table 3.6. Yield values, in weight ratio, as a function of the drying variables using a 0.5 mm 

diameter nozzle in mannitol and trehalose powders 50:50 w/w. 

Inlet Temperature 

(°C) 

Nozzle diameter 

(mm) 

Atomization air flow 

(L/h) 

Yield 

(%) 

90 0.5 473 45.9 

100 0.5 473 40.6 

110 0.5 473 37.5 

130 0.5 473 35.3 

140 0.5 473 29.1 

110 0.5 601 31.1 

130 0.5 601 31.3 

140 0.5 601 13.5 

 

A decrease in atomization air flow, at the same temperature and size of the nozzle led to higher 

yield values, while the inlet temperature at fixed atomization air flow affected the yield 

negatively. Finally, at fixed nozzle diameter and atomization air flow, the yield was inversely 

related the temperature. 
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4.3 Particle size distribution of powders 

 

The particle size distribution of the powder produced in the optimization phase is reported in 

Table 3.7 and figure 3.6. for the powders prepared with a 0.5 mm nozzle and 473 L/h 

atomization air flow. 

 

Table 3.7. Size distribution of mannitol-trehalose powders obtained by drying at different 

temperatures using a 0.5 mm nozzle and 473 L/h atomization air flow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inlet Temperature 
(°C) Dv(10) Dv(50) Dv(90) 

90 1.97 8.49 18.43 

100 2.22 11.62 27.12 

110 2.59 15.27 44.61 

130 2.43 14.22 46.81 

140 3.36 23.86 75.58 
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Figure 3.6. Particle size distribution curves of mannitol-trehalose powders dried at different 

temperatures with 0.5 mm nozzle and 473 L/h atomization air flow: black curve powder dried 

at 90° C; red curve powder dried at 100° C; gray curve powder dried at 110° C, blue curve 

powder dried at 130° C; green curve powder dried at 140° C. 

 

A progressive increase in the particle size was observed with the increase in the drying 

temperature. 

The data in Figure 3.6, show for all inlet temperatures, the presence of two populations of 

particles, one centered around 2 µm and the other between about 10 and 40 µm depending on 

the inlet temperature.  

Table 3.8 and Figure 3.7. show the data relevant to mannitol and trehalose powders prepared 

with a 1.4 mm nozzle and both aspirations. 
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Table 3.8. Particle size distribution of powders using a 1.4 mm nozzle and atomization air 

flow at 601 and 473 L/h. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7. Particle size distribution curves of mannitol-trehalose powders with nozzle 1.4 

mm: black curve powder dried at 110° C; red curve powder dried at 120° C; gray curve powder 

dried at 130° C with higher atomization air flow; blue curve powder dried at 130° C lower 

atomization air flow. 
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In this second case, no clear correlation between particle size distribution and inlet temperature 

with the same aspiration was found. With different aspiration at the same temperature, the 

value of the volumetric diameter decreased with the reduction of aspiration. Again, the 

presence of two particle populations was observed.  

The presence of these double population of particles prompted the execution of further image 

analyses through scanning electron microscopy to evaluate the particle morphology and the 

possible presence aggregates. 

 

4.3.1 SEM analysis 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8. SEM pictures of the powder c trehalose-mannitol obtained at 90 °C using a 0.5 mm 

nozzle and atomization air flow 473 L/h. 
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As an example, the picture taken at different magnification of the particles obtained by spray 

drying at inlet temperature of 90 °C, a 0.5 mm nozzle and atomization air flow 473 L/h are 

reported in Figure 3.8. The particles appear as aggregates with overall dimensions greater than 

10 µm of smaller spherical particles of about 1 µm diameter.  

A similar situation was observed with all the prepared powders as shown as a further example 

in Figure 3.9 that reports the SEM picture recorded for the powder obtained at 120 °C inlet 

temperature, 1.4 nozzle diameter and 473 L/h atomization air flow. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9. SEM picture of the powder trehalose-mannitol obtained at 120° C using a 1.4 mm 

nozzle and atomization air flow 473 L/h. 
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In general, the powders obtained with a 0.5 mm diameter nozzle and atomization air flow at 

473 L/h appeared to be more consistent and more suitable in terms of particle size distribution 

and shape as powder for inhalation. For this reason, they were selected to carry out in vitro 

aerosolization tests. 

 

4.3.2 In vitro aerosolization test 

 

The evaluation of the aerodynamic behavior was carried out with a Next Generation Impactor, 

delivering approximately 30.0 mg of powder, as said, dried at 90, 100, 110, 130 and 140 °C 

obtained with a 0.5 mm diameter nozzle and atomization air flow at 473 L/h . After dispensing, 

the powder was collected by washing the stages with ultrapure water and analyzing the 

solutions using HPLC-RID. The amount of powder deposited on each stage was quantified 

from the area of the chromatographic peak at an elution time of 10 minutes. For the analysis a 

column with size exclusion was used as the stationary phase, consequently it was not possible 

to obtain a separation of the individual peaks of mannitol and trehalose as these sugars have 

molecular weights that are not sufficiently different to be distinguished. 

The percentage deposition in the various stages of the impactor is presented in Figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.10. Percentage distribution of the powder trehalose-mannitol, obtained at different 

temperatures, in the various parts of the Next Generation Impactor. 

 

The data in Figure 3.10 were transformed into a cumulative undersize distribution, taking into 

account the cut-off between one stage and the following, and subsequently processed by 

transforming the distribution into log-probit scale (probability% vs logarithm of the size). The 

Mass Median Aerodynamic Diameter (MMAD) was calculated from the median value of the 

distribution (Table 3.9). 
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Table 3.9. Aerodynamic parameters (EF%, FPF and MMAD) of mannitol-trehalose powders 

obtained by spray drying at different inlet temperatures using a 0.5 mm nozzle and 473 L/h 

atomization air flow. Mean values ± standard deviation. 

Inlet Temperature Emitted fraction (%) MMAD (µm) FPF (%) 

90°C 92.98 ± 2.13 2.90 ± 0.01 66.95 ± 0.52 

100°C 93.40 ± 1.93 3.66 ± 0.16 44.66 ± 0.43 

110°C 96.33 ± 2.07 2.92 ± 0.15 53.50 ± 2.77 

130°C 89.34 ± 0.27 3.65 ± 0.99 45.64 ± 4.66 

140°C 87.84 ± 1.37 6.77 ± 0.16 36.10 ± 4.40 

 

The Emitted dose % was in all cases close or higher than 90% indicating that almost all the 

loaded powder was aerosolized.  Smaller MMAD was obtained at lower inlet temperatures; the 

respirability as expressed by the FPF paralleled the MMAD behavior. Interestingly, MMADs 

were in all cases lower than the geometric diameters determined by laser diffraction (Table 

3.7) indicating a particularly low density of particle that was ascribed to the particle 

aggregation observed with the SEM analysis.  

 

4.3.3  X-Ray Powder Diffraction 

 

Through X-ray diffractometry it was possible to obtain information on the crystalline or 

amorphous structure of the powders produced at different inlet temperatures. 
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Figure 3.11. X-ray diffraction pattern of the trehalose powders before and after the spray 

drying process: trehalose dihydrate starting material (b) and spray dried powder obtained with 

an inlet temperature of 130° C, 1 mm nozzle and 601L/h atomization air flow (a). 

 

Figure 3.11. reports the PXRD patterns of trehalose starting material and spray dried powder. 

It can be seen that the spray dried powder did not present any diffraction peak and presented 

only the typical halo of the amorphous phases were recorded. This data confirms what already 

observed by DSC (Figure 3.12). 

Figure 3.12. X-Ray diffraction patterns of mannitol-trehalose powders obtained by spray 

drying at different drying inlet temperatures with a 0.5 mm nozzle and 473 L/h atomization air 

flow. 90°C (a), 100°C (b), 110°C (c), 120°C (d), 130°C (e). 
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Figure 3.12 reports the diffraction patterns of the trehalose-mannitol powders obtained at 

different inlet temperatures. It can be observed that the drying temperature did not affect the 

structure of the solid state of these powders, being the  diffraction patterns substantially 

superimposable peak resolution was poor due to the coexistence of an amorphous phase  of 

trehalose (as also indicated by the DSC analysis, Figure 3.5) that determined a shift of the 

baseline; the small and poorly resolved peaks detected at 14.8°, 17.05°, 18.95°, 20.6°, 21.25°, 

21.9° and 23.5° 2theta, were ascribed to the presence of traces of the β form, differently to 

what observed for the powder analyzed by DSC  (Figure 3.5) that was, however obtained with 

higher aspiration rate and a larger nozzle. 

The degree of crystallinity for each powder was then calculate according to equation Eq 3.1. 

The obtained data are reported in Table 3.10. It is possible to notice how the degree of 

crystallinity decreased significantly, compared to the starting material, in all the powders 

obtained by spray drying. This analysis confirmed the fact that the trehalose spray dried powder 

was mainly in amorphous form, while the powders containing trehalose-mannitol had similar 

degree of crystallinity (between 16 and 19%) irrespectively of the inlet temperature of the spray 

dying process adopted. 
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Table 3.10. Degree of crystallinity of raw material trehalose powder and trehalose-mannitol 

(50:50) physical mixture or spray dried powders. 

Carrier 
Inlet 

Temperature 

(°C) 

Nozzle 

diameter (mm) 
Atomization air 

flow (L/h) 
Crystallinity (%) 

Trehalose dihydrate - - - 57.40 

Trehalose SD 130 1 473 4.4 

Trehalose-Mannitol 

physical mixture 
- - - 49.10 

Trehalose-Mannitol 90 0.5 473 17.20 
Trehalose-Mannitol 100 0.5 473 16.22 
Trehalose-Mannitol  110 0.5 473 19.20 
Trehalose-Mannitol 120 0.5 473 17.5 

 

 

4.3.4 Dynamic Vapor Sorption 

 

The mannitol-trehalose powders obtained by spray drying were tested in isothermal conditions 

by exposing them to increasing relative humidity followed by a corresponding decrease. 

The isothermal graphs obtained from the DVS analyses are shown in Figure 3.13 in comparison 

with that of spray dried trehalose. As for this latter, it is possible to observe the powder 

absorbed the humidity in a liner manner up to 60% RH. Thereafter, it stabilized keeping a 

weight gain of about 9.2 % relative to the initial value even upon humidity decrease, indicating 

the complete transformation into the stable dihydrate form (theoretical water content in the 

dihydrate crystal 9.5%). The trehalose-mannitol powders showed different behavior depending 

on the inlet temperature at which they were dried. The powders produced at lower inlet 

temperature (90 and 100 °C) rapidly gained weight from 0 to 40 % RH reaching a value of 

about 4.6 % that was kept upon the humidity returned to zero. This figure is exactly the half of 

that recorded for trehalose alone and indicate the complete transformation of trehalose into the 
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dihydrate form. For the powder produced at higher inlet temperature (110, 120 and 130 °C) the 

weight gain occurred in a larger RH interval and afforded a final value ranging from 2.5 and 

4.4 %, indicating a non-complete transformation of the trehalose that constituted half of the 

mass of the powder.  

The DSC traces of the powder produced at 90 °C were recorded before and after DVS analysis 

(Figure 3.14). Before DVS, the melting temperature of mannitol was lower than that usually 

recorded for the thermodynamically stable b form that, according to the PXRD analysis (Figure 

3.12) represented the crystal phase of these powders: an onset at 143.03 °C while the peak of 

156.02 °C was in fact observed. After DVS the double peak relevant to trehalose dehydration 

appeared at 105-130 °C, while the melting temperature of mannitol remained at the onset 

temperature of 142.16 °C with the peak at 155.6 °C.  This phenomenon was not observed in 

the physical mixture as shown in Figure 3.3 and 3.4 but confirmed what already reported in 

Figure 3.5 for the spray dried powder. There are no references in literature about this 

phenomenon that, for this reason deserves further investigation. 
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Figure 3.13. DVS profiles of powders obtained after spray drying, recorded at 25 °C in the 0-

90% RH range. 

 

 

Figure 3.14. DSC trace for mannitol-trehalose powder obtained by spray drying at inlet 

temperature of 90 °C (b); after DVS analysis (a) 
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Another interesting result emerged after 10 months storage of this powder in a desiccator at the 

ambient temperature. Figure 3.15. No peak relevant to trehalose were observed indicating no 

or at least negligible transformation. This result is in agreement with those reported in the study 

of Hulse and co-workers [1], [76],  although that perhaps did not refer a equiponderal 

combination of mannitol-trehalose.  

 

Figure 3.15. DSC trace for mannitol-trehalose powder obtained by spray drying at 90 °C stored 

for 10 months in desiccator at ambient temperature. 
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4.4  Lysozyme as a protein candidate for new carrier  

Although the mannitol trehalose powders produced at inlet temperature higher than 110 °C 

appeared to be more stable, the powder produced at 90 °C was the best performing in terms of 

aerosolization. Moreover, the lower temperature is more appropriate for the drying of protein-

containing solutions.  Therefore, this temperature was selected (along with nozzle diameter 0.5 

mm and atomization air flow 473 L/h) for the spray drying production of the lysozyme-

containing powder  using equiponderal amount of mannitol and trehalose as carrier. Lysozyme 

was mixed with the carrier in different weight ratios as reported in Table 3.2. and Table 3.11. 

400 mg of powder was weighted and dissolved in 20 mL aqueous solution (18mL H2O 

dissolving the carrier and 2mL reaction buffer dissolving the protein). 

Table 3.11. Nominal composition and process yield of the lysozyme containing spray dried 

powder 

 

Powder Carrier (%)  Protein (%)  Yield (%) 

5 Trehalose-Mannitol 
(48.75: 48.75) Lysozyme (2.5) 22.52 

6 Trehalose-Mannitol 
(47.5:47.5) Lysozyme (5) - 

7 Trehalose-Mannitol 
(45:45) Lysozyme (10) - 

8 Trehalose-Mannitol 
(37.5:37.5) Lysozyme (25) 24.01 

9 Trehalose-Mannitol 
(25:25) Lysozyme (50) 14.02 

10 Mannitol 
(97.5) Lysozyme (2.5) 27.52 

11 Mannitol 
(75) Lysozyme (25) 29.59 

 

 

The yield of the spray drying process for the different powders is reported in Table 3.11. 

Compared to the yield of mannitol-trehalose powders without the protein (45.9%, Table 3.6), 
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the formulations afforded lower yield with maximum values lower than 30%.  Formulation 6 

and 7 did not even afforded any powder in the collector of the spray drier. The higher yields 

were obtained with formulation 10 and 11 that were prepared without trehalose for comparison 

purpose. 

 

4.4.1 Lysozyme activity 

 

The lysozyme activity was measured in powders 5, 8, 10 and 11 according to the method 

described in paragraph 3.2.12.  

To calculate the activity per mL (IU/mL) of each sample, the following formula was applied: 

 

𝐼𝑈/𝑚𝑙 = 	 (∆MNOP/QRS	TUQVWX	2	∆MNOP/QRS	YWUS:)	×	(ZRW[\R]S	^U_\]D)
=.==0	×	(`]W[QX	TUQVWX)

  (3.2)  

Where DA450 is the difference between the value of absorbance at time zero and the value of 

absorbance at the selected time point which is in this case 5 minutes. 

Since the concentration of the sample was known, the specific activity calculated with the 

following formula:  

 

𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐	𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝐼𝑈/𝑚𝑔) 	= 	 kS\XDSU\R]SUW	lSR\/Qm
nUQVWX	_]S_XS\DU\R]S	(Qo/Qm)

  (3.3) 

 

The obtained results are reported in Table 3.12 while Figure 3.21 depicts the variation of 

absorbance over time in comparison to the Blank and the Control. 
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Table 3.12. Activity of lysozyme-containing powders and Control. 

 

 

Powder 8 showed the highest activity due to the higher protein content. 

All powders, in particular the trehalose-mannitol containing the lower amount of lysozyme 

(powder 5) and the two powders of mannitol at high and low concentration of the enzyme 

(powder 10 and powder 11 respectively) presented a degradation kinetics that was slower 

compared to that that of the Control (Figure 3.16).  

In particular, for powder 5 the presence of an amorphous domain may have been beneficial for 

lysozyme activity. This feature appeared to be related to the enzyme concentration as this effect 

was observed at a lower extent for powder n. 8 containing the highest lysozyme concentration, 

which, nevertheless, proved to be able to keep the enzyme activity at a level high enough. This 

finding is in agreement with data reported by Hulse et. Al. [76], who stated that the use an 

excipient with high glass transition temperature such as trehalose in inhalation formulations 

stabilize the functions of proteins during storage due to the contribution of the amorphous 

phase. 

 

 

 

Powder International Unit/mL Specific activity (IU/mg) 

Control 40410 40410 
5 34780 34780 
8 36199 36199 

10 33842 33842 
11 34457 34457 
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Figure 3.16. Variation of Absorbance during the lysozyme activity assay for powder produced 

by spray drying.  Powder 5 orange bullet; powder 8 grey bullet; powder 10 deep blue bullet; 

powder 11 yellow bullet; Control light blue bullet; Blank green bullet.  

 

4.4.2 In-vitro aerodynamic assessment 

 

The evaluation of the aerodynamic behavior of these powders was carried out via Next 

Generation Impactor, delivering approximately 15 mg of dried powder. After dispensing, the 

powder was collected by washing the stages with ultrapure water and analyzing by UV 

spectrophotometry at 280nm wavelength. 

The percentage deposition data in the various stages of the impactor are shown in Figure 3.17. 
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Figure 3.17. Percentage distribution in the various parts of the Next Generation Impactor of 

the powders containing trehalose-mannitol-lysozyme, in different concentrations. The bars 

represent the standard deviation. 

As for the trehalose-mannitol powders without lysozyme, also in this case, the data in Figure 

3.17 have been processed and also transformed into a cumulative undersize distribution o 

calculate the aerodynamic parameters (Table 3.13). 

 

Table 3.13. Aerodynamic parameters (Emitted Dose %, FPF and MMAD) of mannitol-

trehalose-lysozyme powders obtained by spray drying containing trehalose-mannitol-

lysozyme in different concentrations. 

 
Powder Emitted dose (%) MMAD (µm) FPF (%) 

5 98.97 ± 3.71 4.68 ± 0.40 38.23 ± 1.06 

8 93.67 ± 1.93 2.37 ± 0.25 73.79 ± 3.21 

10 96.33 ± 3.65 2.36 ± 0.02 71.62 ± 2.25 

11 103.10 ± 1.70 2.64 ± 0.17 61.80 ± 1.08 
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The loaded powder dose compared to emitted dose almost quantitatively for all the tested 

powders. The MMAD was comparable and only slightly higher for powder 11. Powder 5 

presented the lowest respirability, due to the highest MMAD as a consequence of a large 

deposition in stage 1.  

Overall, this data confirmed the suitability of the approach to obtain respirable powders of 

lysozyme through a spray drying process: powder 8 containing 25% lysozyme, being the 

remaining mass an equiponderal blend of trehalose and mannitol, presented a sufficiently high 

activity of the enzyme and proved to be highly respirable. 
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5 Conclusion 

From the data obtained in the third part of the thesis project, it is possible to conclude that a 

inhalable powder can be obtained by spray drying a solution containing trehalose and mannitol 

(50:50 w/w). Despite the relatively large volumetric diameter, these formulations afford an 

aerodynamic diameter particularly favorable for respirability. This aspect has to be considered 

with particular emphasis as the combination of large volumetric dimension with a small 

aerodynamic is a feature of value for powder for inhalation as it can be easy handled 

(transported, metered etc.) while keeping the good capability of lung penetration typical of 

micronized powders.   The MMAD and therefore the particle respirability can be controlled by 

optimizing the three main parameters of the spray drying process, namely, drying inlet 

temperature, nozzle diameter and aspiration flow. Better results in this respect, are obtained by 

reducing all these three parameters.  

The mannitol-trehalose spray dried powder proved to be a suitable formulation for the 

production of respirable powders containing relatively high amount of lysozyme.  

As an overall conclusion, the present PhD project has evidenced that it is possible to exploit 

mannitol in its different polymorphic forms as carrier in formulation for inhalation in 

alternative to lactose.  

The results reported in the present thesis, the results reported in the thesis are placed side by 

side with the ethical literature and provide a further contribution to the advancement of 

knowledge about the possible exploitation of the specific physico-chemical differences offered 

by mannitol polymorphs as useful tool for tuning the aerodynamic performance of small 

molecules with different hydrophilicity. 
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In addition, mannitol can be considered a first choice material for building-up , alone or in 

combination with other sugars, highly respirable microparticles for the next generation 

inhalable products taking a twofold advantage: the intrinsic low reactivity of the sugar alcohols 

toward protein amino groups and the peculiar capability of mannitol to afford solid particles 

with distinct volumetric and aerodynamic dimension.  
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